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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
Brussels,  15  January  1980 
4194/80  (Presse  3) 
620th meeting  of  the  Council 
President: 
- Foreign Affairs  -
Brussels,  15  January  1980 
r1r  Attili  o  RUFFINI 
I'.Iinister for Foreign Affairs  of the· 
Italian Republic - 2  - 15.,I.80 
The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows  : 
"RP.lP"inm  :  ...  ...-...-........... 
Mr  Henri  SimONET 
Denmark  :  -------
Mr  Kjeld  OLESEN 
Mr  Niels  ERSB¢LL 
Q~E!!:~l  : 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mr  Klaus  von  DOHNANYI 
France  : 
Mr  Jean FRANCOIS-PONCET 
Mr  Pierre BERNARD-REYMOND 
Ireland  :  ------
Mr  Brian LENIHAN 
!!§:!~ : 
Mr  Attilio  RUFFINI 
M:r  Guiseppe  Z.AlV1BERLETTI 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  kin/Iili/fuJ 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affa"irs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Federal Ministry of Foreign; 
'  Affairs 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
....  ; ...... - 3  -
fl!2!;~~~!:G  ~ 
Mr  Gaston THORN 
Netherlands  : 
Mr  D.,  F. van der MEI 
1!~1~£..£~~££!  ~ 
Sir Ian GILI.WUR 
Cornn iss  ion  :  ___  ...._ ____ _ 
Mr  Roy  JENKINS 
Mr  Wilhelm  HAFERKAWIP 
mr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
Mr  Christopher TUGENDHA.T 
0 
0 
4194 e /80  (Presse  3)  kin/AH/dm 
Vice-President of the  Governn1ent, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Lord Privy Seal 
President 
Vice-President 
Member 
Member 
0 
I 
•• •i ••• - 4  - 15.1.80 
COURT  OF  JUSTICE 
In the  presence  of I\Ir  IQTT3CHER,  President of the 
Court  of Justice,  and  of rJir  CAIOTORTI,  Advocate-General, 
the  Council  ex2~ined certain questions  concerning the 
operatio~ of the  Court  of Justice. 
The  President of the  Court  explained the  Court~s views 
on the  mee:.sures  necessar;r to guarantee  the efficient operation 
of the  Court  in the  face  of its increasing workload,  in 
particular the  need  to  increase  t}le  number  of Juc.ges  and 
Advocates-General  to  cope  with thE:  growing number  of cases 
and  to  create  an administrc,tive  ti'ibt:mal  to  relieve the 
Court of cases  which  dic1  not  concern legal probleus in the 
first  insta.'tlce  o 
The  Council  examined  in particular the  question of the 
creatio~1 of a  fifth post  of Ac'.vocate-General  and  certain 
related matters. 
In conclusion,  the  Council  asked  the  Perrnane:n.t  Ficpresentati  ves 
Committee  to  examine  further cll the  questions arising in this 
con.ne ction. 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  aia/IEI/ci.D  • 0./  ••• - 5  ... 
The  Council  reached  a  1.l.il31limous  political position in 
favour of the rapid  c:.):r:c~: :;:::.::..:::::1  of mi  enlarged agrsoment  with 
Yugoslavia. 
It therefore  appealed urgently to all the  delegations 
to give  their representatives  the necessary instructions 
to  enable  the  Pe:cuo:::1ent  Representatives  Corr;mi ttee to  resolve 
the  last problems still O"Jtst&lrli.:1g  during  the  ne:;ct  few  days., 
thv.s  allowing the  CrJ:ad.:::sicn; 
to  brj_ng  the nes0tis.Uo:1s  bej  ng  concur:: ted with the Yugoslav 
clelsge.~ion to  a  "-'·r:;,}~·y  early  c:::nJcL:si.on~  fL'1d 
- to  report  back to  the  Oo;;_:::!cil  so  as  to  enable it to  a.dopt 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  thy/CI)D/  gj 6  - 15.1.80 
NORTH-SOUTH  DIALOGUE 
Further to  the Resolution adopted by the United Nations 
General Assembly  conc;ernine global negotiations,  the  Council 
held an initial excha.ng·e  of views  on  the  preparation of 
the  Community  position~ this excha..l'lge  will serve  as  the 
basis for further discussion aimed at defining  a  corillnon 
position not later than the  march meeting. 
ASEAI~ 
The  Council accepted the  invitation of the  ASEl'-u~ 
countries to go  to  Kuala  Lmn~r in the first weel:  of March 
for the  signing of the  EEC-ASEAN  Co-operation J~reement and 
to  hold  a  Ministerial meeting there. 
PROBLEl1.TS  UNDER  DISCUSSION  WITHIN  THE  COUNCIL,  ~EEETING 
OTHER  TIL'\N  AS  TI-IE  GENER'\.L  AFFl\.IRS  COIDTCIL 
The  Council took  stocl;:  of the  procedures  vrhereby,  during 
the first half of  1980,  it should deal with matters relating 
to  the  convergence  of econo:-..1ic  performance,  budgetary 
problems,  a  better balz:.nce  of agricultural markets,  the 
rationali~ation of expenditure,  the  1980  budget  an~ energy 
:rroblems,. 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  unw/TH/c'_n  •  • ./  e  v  e1. - 7 - 15.I.80 
AFGB.iul\fiSTAN  - CONCLUSIONS  OF  THE  COUNCIL  ( 1) 
"The  Co"lmcil  decided  to  ccnocl  the  1979  Community  Food 
Aid  Progra.nunB  for  Afghanis-ton  .. 
The  Council also  agreed to  ta}ce  a  decision at the 
earliest opportwJity on  the  proposals  which  the  Commission 
would  submit  to it very shortly on  emergency aid to be 
provided via the  Office  of the  High  Co~missioner for Refugees 
for  Afgha.11  refugeesc  This  cid would  be  combined  with such 
nationa~ cid as  Member  Ste.tes might  grAnt  for this purpose. 
Following the measures  decided  on  by  the United States 
concerninG deliveries  of agricultural products  to the  Soviet 
Union,  the  Colli~cil laid  do~n the  principle that  Com~unity 
deliveries must  not  replace,  directly or indirectly,  United 
States  deliveries  on  the  US3R  market.  With this in mind, 
the  Counc:Ll  requested th0  Commission  to  tske  the necessary 
measures  2,s  regards  cereals  and products  derived therefrom 
and  to propos  c;  oth2r possible  measures  for other agricul  tur8.l 
products  while  respecting trac1i ti  ona.l  patten1s  of trade. 
A consultation procerlure  we.s  being instituted with the  other 
main cereal-exporting countries in order to avoid  disturbances 
on  the  world market.," 
The  CoUilcil  also  de;cided that  p_n  examination should be 
made  of the  other issues  which  could  arise»  in particular the 
matter of export  credits 0 
( 1)  See  2-lso  the  statement  by the.Nine,  published today. 
4194  e/80  (Pre  sse  3)  umv/III/ae - 8  -
15. I.  80 
. RELATIONS  WITH  LATIN  AMERICA  _____  ... ________ _ 
With  a  view to balanced diversification of the  Community's 
external relations,  the  'Presiaent  made  an  appeal  for the 
strengthening cf relations vnth Latin America. 
Aside  from  the  renewal  of  the  EEC~Latin America Dialogue 9 
he  :particularly stressed the  usefulness  of agreements  with 
Latin American countries  or groups  of countries and  hoped 
especially for an early start to negotiations with the 
Andean  Group  and  to those  on  the  extension of the  agreement 
with Brazil. 
. ..  I ... 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  ood/ID\Vldb - 9  - 15 .. 1.80 
TRADZ  RE:.ATIONS  BETWEEN  ~HE  CS~.~,;T.JTITITY  AND  SOUTHERN  RHODESIA 
The  Council  agreed that,  once  the European Parliament had 
delivered its Opinion  (and following  the  decision to  be  ta1cen 
under  the  EEC-Greece  Association with regard to  tobacco)~ it 
would  adopt  a  decision granting  Southern  Rhodes~a the  same 
arrffi1gements  as  those  currently applied to  the  overseas 
countries  and territories in their trade relations with  the 
Communitye 
These  arrangements  are !aased primarily upon  the principle 
of duty-free  access  to  the  Con@mlity  market;  farm products 
-
subject to market  regulations  are in  any  case  covered by 
arrangements  more  favourable  than  those  applicable  to third 
co1-mtriesa 
A decision of the  Governments  of the Member  States 
concerning  ECSC  products  concurrently Guspends  the duties 
applicable  to products  covered by  the  ECSC. 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  ard/Ill·'lgj - 10  - 15 .. I.80 
CO-OPERATION  WITH  THE  GULF  STATES  AND  RELATIONS  WITH  TURICEY 
In the light of the present international situation,  the 
Council .and  the rlinisters of the  Nine meeting within the 
context of political co-operation- on  a  proposal  from  the 
Federal Minister for  Foreign Affairs - instructed the 
Permanent Representatives Committee  and the Political Directors, 
in accordance  with their respective  competences  and  in 
collaboration with the  Commission,  to  submit  for the 
February meeting  a  report  on: 
- the possibilities of proposing  co-operation to  the Gulf 
States and  other Arab  countries with  which  the Community 
has not hitherto  concluded agreements,  ~dthout prejudice 
to  the  continuation of the  Euro-Arab  Dialogue  and  the 
North-South Dialogue; 
giving  a  new  impetus  to relations with Turkey,  which is 
already associated with the  Community., 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  ain/HM/gj  .... ; ... - I  - 15.I.80 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communi ties the  Decision laying dovm  provisions  on the 
introduction and  implementation of technical regulations  and 
standards.  These  provisions,  which  are intended to  ensure 
equal  treatment for all products - irrespective of their 
origin- on  the  Community  market  or markets in the member 
States, were  adopted in order to fulfil the  obligations 
arising out  of the  GATT  multilateral trade negotiations  and, 
in particular,  the  agreement  on  technical barriers to trade. 
These  provisions  concern,  inter alia,  the  recognition of 
checks  carried out in a  Member  State  or a  third count!"'J  and 
measures  to be  taken in the  event  of non-reciprocity. 
The  Council  also adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities  th~ Directive  on  the  approximation of the 
laws  of the  Member  States relating to the  ranges  of nOminal 
quantities  and nbminal  capacities permitted for certain 
prepackaged products. 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  ell/DJ?·'i/ae  .  .. / ... - II - 15.I.80 
ACP  2nd  OCT  interim ineasures 
The  Council recorcJ.ed  its agreement  on the  arrangements 
~o be  proposed  to  the  ACF·  States regarding the  transitional 
r~easure  s  to  apply as  from  1  March  1980,  when  tl1e  1975  ACP-EEC 
Gonvention  (Lome  I)  expires,  pending  completion of the 
_.t:atification procedures  to  enable  the  new  Convention of Lome  II 
to  enter into force. 
The  draft  interim 2-rrangements  prov1ce  for  : 
the  maintenance  - m1til  31  December  1980  at the latest 
of certain provisions of the  Convention of Lome  I, 
concen~ing in  ~articular trade  and  STABEX,  industrial 
co-operation,  provisions on establishJnent  end  services, 
payments  and  capital and  provisions relating to  the 
institutions.  Any  extension of these  provisions would  be 
decided upon by  the  ACP-EEC  Committee  of Ambassadors 
under the Decision of the  ACP-EEC  Council of 31  October  1979 
on the  delegation of competence; 
- the  advance  implementation to  be  decided. unil<:>.terally by the 
Community  of certain provisions of the  new  Convention of 
Lome  II,  in particular as  regards  access  to  the  market for 
certain products  covered by  the  common  a..gricul  tural policy, 
the  procedure  for derogation from  the rules of origin and 
the  bana:.0a  a..nd  rum  Protocols. 
The  Council  also  adopted  a  Decision covering interim 
measures,  to  apply until  31  December  1980,  on the  association of 
the  overseas  countries  and territories  (OCT)  with the 
Commrmi t,y  as  the  previous Decision also  expires  on 
28  February. 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  ain/r.1I/dm  ....  / ... - III - 15.I.80 
The  Council adopted in the  official langua,'!es  of the 
Communi ties the  Regulation a;nending Regulation (:EEC) 
No  ·1418/76  on the  common  org<:mizB.tion  of the ma:rl::et  in rice 
(adaptation tariff nomenclature). 
·  .. 
The  Council also adopted in the official languages  of 
the  Communities  the  Regulation amending  Regv.lation  (EEC) 
No  1117/70  on  the  common  orga11ization of the market in 
dried fodder  and  Regulation  (EEC)  No  827/68  on  the  common 
orgenization of the market  in certain products listed in 
.Annex  II to the  Treaty (adaptation ta.riff nomenclature). 
Finally,  the  Council  adopted in the  official languages 
of the  Co~nru1ities the  Regulation laying down  certain interim 
measures  for the  conservation and  man8.gement  of :fishery 
resources  applicable to vessels  registered in the  Faroe Isles. 
The  Council  confirmed its agreement  to  emergency  aid 
for the  disaster victims in the  Azores.  This  aid,  totalling 
100,000 EUA,  is intended for the purchase  of essential 
materials  follo~dng the  rece~t earthquake  disaster in the 
region. 
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  che/AH/ae  .  .. /.  ~. -IV~  ... 
The  Cou..."1.cil  agreed to the  accelerated implementation  of 
the  Financia.l Protocol bet':Ieen the  Cr;EliW.ni ty and.  Portugalp 
which  vw~ld shorten  by  t':'.'O  yeo.rs  the  period  oricr.tnally laid 
down  for making the  funds  provided for under this Protocol 
available to Portugal. 
0 
0  0 
The  Resolutton of the  Council  and the Hinisters  for 
Education,  meeting vtithin the  Council,  extending until 
31  December -1981  the  Commu.11i ty progr2JTime  of pilot projects 
provided  :for under the  Resolution  of  13  December  1976  on 
the  transition from  education to working life and tmtil 
31  December  1982  as  regards  the  corresponding evaluation 
st-.J.dies  was  also  aiopted,.  The  amounts  proposed by the 
Commission for this  extension are  4~:~ 7  MEUA  in 1981  a.11.d 
1..6  MEUA  in  1982o 
-------
4194  e/80  (Presse  3)  hip/DJT,Tjae Presse 5- G. 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COiv11V1UhllT!E:S 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  R  LEA 
4358/80  (Presse  5) 
621st Council meeting 
- .Agriculture  -
Brussels,  21  and  22  January 1980 
President:  Mr  Giovanni  MARCORA, 
Minister for Agriculture 
and  Forestry 
of the  Itali~ Republic - 2  - 21/22.I.80 
The  Governments  of the  Member  States and the  Commission 
of  the  European Commm1ities  were  represented as  follows: 
!2~.1~2:~= 
Mr  Albert  LA VENS 
Denmark:  --
Mr  Paul  DALSAGER 
~~(£: 
Mr  Hans-JUrgen  ROHR 
France: 
Mr  Pierre  lVIEHAIGNERIE 
Mr  Jacques  FOUCHIER 
Mr  Ray  MacSHARRY 
Ita~: 
Mr  Giovanni  MARCORA 
Mr  Ferruccio PISONI 
Minister for Agriculture 
and Small Finns and Traders 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secretary, 
Federal Ministry for Food, 
Agriculture  and Forestry 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
and Forestry 
State  Secretary,-
r,1.inistry  of Agriculture  and 
Forestry 
...  ; .... 
4358  e/80  (Presse  5)  ray/SJ.JIS/pe - 3  -
~~~~~£~:§: 
Mr  Camille  NEY 
Netherlands~ 
W.ir  A.P.J.M.M.  van der  STEE 
!:I~~~~--!<;~~~~.<2~: 
l':Ir  Peter WALKER 
Nr  Alick BUCHANAN-SI.:ITH 
Commission; 
Mr  Finn  Olav  GUNDELACH 
0 
0 
4358  e/80  (Presse  5)  ray/Sl\TS/ jr 
21/22.1.80 
rhnister for Agriculture, 
Vi ticul  tu.re,  Inland Waterways 
and  Fore:o;try 
~:Tinister for .Agriculture  anc"'. 
Fisheries 
minister for  Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
:Minister  of  State  7 
Einistry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
.. -
...  ; .... - 4  -
CHANGES  TO  THE  COMMON  AGRICULTURAL  POLICY 
The  Council held an in-depth discussion on the 
communication submitted by the  Co~~ission on 4  December  1979 
on  chan,CZA8  to  the  common  agricultural policy to help balance 
markets  end  streamline  expenditure.  It examined  the  various 
aspects of this  communication,  and particularly those relating 
to milk products,  sugar end  isoglucose. 
In conclusion,  the  Council  instructed the  Special 
Committee  on Agriculture  to  continue  at the  e2rliest 
opportunity its examination of the  problems  relating to 
certain other products,  such as beef and veal,  cereals, 
starch products  and  processed fruit  and  vegetables,  and 
to  examine  in greater G.etail the  suggestions  concerning 
milk products,  sugar and  isoglucose,  having particular 
regard to  today's discussion.  The  Council will resume 
its examination of the  entire dossier at its next meeting. 
By  that date,  it should also  have  received the  Co~nission 
proposals for  1980/1981  prices and related measures. 
4358  e/80  (Presse  5)  thy/PB/jb  .  ..  ; ...  : - 5  - 22.,I.,80 
SHEEPl'/IEAT 
The  Council,  after a  detailed exchange  of  views  on  the 
market  situation and the  progress  of  work  on  cormnon 
arrangements in the  sheepmeat  sector~  agreed to  return to this 
matter at its next meeting,  scheduled for 18  and 
1 9  February 1980. 
TRANSFER  OF  SIITNIDI!ED  IVIILK  POWDER  TO  ITALY 
The  Co~~cil agreed to an  amendment  to Regulation  (EEC) 
No  1763/78 as regards  the transfer of  skimmed  milk powder  to 
the Italian intervention agency. 
This  amendment  covers  the  remainder  (60,000  tonnes)  of 
the initial amount  of  100,000  tonne~ and restricts its use 
to the feeding  of  calves.  The  transfer vnll  be  extended  over 
a  whole  year,  with  20,000 tonnes being transferred immediately 
and the  remaining  40,000  tonnes  being transferred at the  rate 
of  5,000 tonnes  a  month  from  1  May  1980. 
This measure  was  taken because  of  the  development  of the 
market  situaticn  o..t'  skimmed  milk  powder  and the  suspension, 
already decided upon by  the  Commission,  of  sales by  the 
intervention agencies  of  skimmed  miU::  powder intended for 
feeding pigs  and poultry. 
4538  e/80  (Presse  5)  ray/PB/ch - 6  -
WINE 
In a  general exchange  of views  on  the market  situation in the 
wine-gro~dng sector,  the  Council  paid particular and urgent 
attention to the possible triggering of distillation operations 
pursuant to Article  15  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  337/79. 
The  Commission  having stated its intention of submitting 
proposals to this effect in the near future,  the  Council agreed 
in principle to such a  measure  and  instructed the  Special Committee 
on  Agricultu:r"e  to give further  examinatiOn to the  announced 
proposal in the light of developments.on the  wine  market  and  the 
comments  of the delegations  cJ.uring  that day's· debate. 
The  Com~cil also held an  exchange  of vie\~ on the  amendment 
of the provisions  on  the implementation guarantee.  Having 
established that the  opinions  of the  Economic  and Social 
Committee  and  the  European Parliament  were  to be  issued shortly, 
the  Council agreed to return to this question in due  course 
after detailed examination by the  Special  Cormnittee  on 
Agriculture,  including the budgetary aspects. 
4358  e/80  (Presse  5)  ray/BS/jr  ...  / .... - 7 -
CEREALS  Iili-"VY 
I~ response  to  a  request  by the Italian delegation,  the 
President instructed a  Worldng Party to study the  questions 
relating to the  cereals levy  as  a  matter of urgency. 
SALE  OF  FROZEN  r!IEAT 
In reply to a  question by the Italian delegation,  the 
Commission  supplied certain clarifications regarding the  sale 
of frozen meat  on  the  Conummi ty market. 
CEREALS  N.ARKET 
I\'fr  GUNDELACH,  Vice···President,  informed  the  Council of the 
talks the  Commission  was  holding at international level and  of 
the  line  of action it was  following to apply the  decisions  on 
cereals taken by the  Council  (Foreign Affairs)  on  15  January  1980. 
4358  e/80  (Presse  5)  ain/CBB/jr  .... ; ... - 8  - 22.1.80 
STRUCTUR.4.L  POLICY 
Further to its discussions at previous meetings  and  on  the 
basis  of  a  report from  the  Special Committee  on Agriculture, 
the  Council  examined  certain specific questions relating to 
the general issue  of  structures,  namely: 
- amendments  to Directive 72/159  as  regards  aid to farmers 
following  a  development  pla.11.~ 
- amenctnents  to be  made  to Directive 75/268  on  l~ountain and 
hill farming  and  farming in certain less-favoured areas. 
With regard to Directive 72/159,  the  Council discussed the 
main questions raised by  the  Commission  proposals  to lower the 
threshold for access to development  plans  and  to fix a  new  upper 
limit,  so that  Community  fine.ncial aid would  be restricted to 
farms  \'lhich really needed it to  carry out  development  plans. 
Concludinc its discussion,  the  Council  instructec"'c  the 
Special Cohlluttee  on  Agriculture  to study the possible  solutions 
in greater depth in the liGht of the  Council's  cliscussions, 
to prepare for a  decision to be  truren as  part  of the  set of 
structuro.l measures  before the  Council. 
4358.e/80  (Presse  5)  ain/CBB/jr  .  ..  / .... 9  22 01.80 
The  co·uncil  also  discussed the various  amendments 
proposed by  the  Cormnission to Directive 75/268/EEC,  particularly 
as  regaJ.~ds  raising the  ceiling of the  compensatory  allowance 
and  reducing the  minimu.c:J.  size  of holdings  eligtble for  thB.t 
allo•r'a.'l'lce.  During the  discussion delegations  V'ere  able  to 
compare  their various  interpretations  and  requirements,  thus 
progressing towards  the  attainment  of  common  positions  on 
man>r  points  u'·;der  discussion.  In conclusion,  the  Council 
instructed the Special  Coilli"lli ttee on Agriculture  also to  study 
the  possible  acceptable  solutions  in greater depth,  to 
facili  t2.te  the  talcing of  a  decision in the  general  conteA."'t  of 
other structural measures  at  one  of the  Cot~1cil's  forthcominG 
meetings. 
':hndi.ng up  the  discussion,  the President stressed the 
importance  for protection of the  environment  of finding 
adequate  and urgent  soJ.utions  to  the  problems  8,J:'ising in 
socio-structural policy in agriculture  and urged that  the 
Council  deal with these  issues  - particularly those  relating 
to mountain  and hill fa:rraing  - as  a  matter of  priol~i  ty  ~ 
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MISCELJ.J..fl..NI:OUS  DECISIONS 
Relations with Southern R~odesia  ___________________  ... _____  ....... __ 
The  Council adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation on  trade  arrangements  between 
Southern Rhodesia and  the I\lropean Economic· Community.  The 
Representatives  of the  Goveri~nents of the  T~Iember States  of 
the European Coal  and Steel Community  meeting within the 
Council also  adopted  in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Decision opening tariff preferences for products 
covered  by that  Community  originating in Southern Rhodesia. 
The  Council  thus  formalized  the  substantive  agreement 
reached at the meeting on  15  J~iuary 1980  (see Press Release 
No  4194/80  (Presse  3)  of that date). 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation extending until the  date  of entry 
into force  of the  new  Co-op0ration Agreement  between the 
Community  m1d  the Federative Republic  of Yugoslavia or until 
30  June  1980  whichever is the  earlier Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2862/77  on  levies applicable to  imports  of certain adult 
bovine  animals  and beef from Yugoslavia. 
The  Council  decided to  sign two  fisheries  agreements  in 
the  form  of  exchanges  of letters between the  European Economic 
Community  8nd  Canada  extending the  two_existing agreements 
and to  apply  them  provisionally as  from  the  signing  • 
4358  e/80  (Presse  5)  ray/SI:S/ad  •  • • /.  0. - Ia - 22.L80 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  following animal health directives  (1): 
- amending Directive  72/461/EEC  on health problems affecting 
intra-community trade  in fresh poultry meat; 
- amending Directive  77/99/EEC  on  health problems affecting 
intra-~ommunity trade  in meat' products; 
- on  animal health problems  affecting intra-community trade 
in meat  products; 
-amending Directive  71/118/EEC  on  health problems affecting 
trade  in fresh  poultrymeat  (Foie  gras); 
-introducing Community measures  for the  corctrol  of classical 
swine  fever; 
prolonging,  in respect  of  swine  fever,  certain derogations 
granted to Denmark,  Ireland and  the  United Kingdom; 
- amending Directive  64/432/EEC  as  regards  tuberculosis  and 
brucellosis. 
(1)  See  Press  Release  No  11462/79  (Presse  160)  dated 
11  December  1979. 
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Establishment  and  services:  EJidwives 
The  Council adopted in the official lant;'U.ages  of the 
Cor.mnmi ties 
the  Directive concerning the mutual recognition of 
diplomas,  certificates and  other  evidence  of forr11al 
qualifications in midwifery  and  including r.1easures  to 
facilitate the  effective exercise of  the right of 
establishment  and  freedom to  provide  services 
the Directive  concerning the co-ordination of prov1s1ons 
laid down  by  law,  regulation or administrative action 
relating to  the  taking up  and  pursuit of the activities 
of midwives; 
the Decision setting up  an Advisory  Cor~dttee on  the 
Training of midwives; 
the  Decision amending Decision 75/365/EEC  setting up  a 
Committee  of Senior Officials  on  Public Health. 
The  Council thus  forwalized the  substantive agreement 
reached at its meeting on  18  December  1979  (see Press Release 
No  11782/79  (Presse  171)  of that  date). 
Appointment 
Acting on  a  proposal from  the  Belgian Government,  the 
Council appointed Liss  Liliane DEKEYSER,  Counseiller Adjoint 
aupres  de  la Federation des  Entreprises  de  Belgique,  as 
alternate member  of the  Advisory  Committee  on Social Security 
for  Migrant  Workers  to replace  l.'u's  LATIBERT-BEAUFILS,  alt0rnate 
member  who  has  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of her  term of 
office,  which runs until 14  October  1981. 
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The  Governments  of the  r~ember Ste.tes end  the  Com.111ission 
of the European  Communities  were  represented as follows: 
B~l~~1m!: 
Ilfr  Albert  LAVENS 
Derimark:  m-- ---
llfr  Paul  DALSAGER 
Mr  J~rgen.HERTOFT 
Germ2:a:t:=  --
~lfr  Hans-Jtirgen  ROHR 
France:  --
r,lfr  Joel  LE  THEULE 
Irelan9;:. 
mr  Patrick  POWER 
!~~:}:£: 
flfr  Franco  EVANGELISTI 
I~ Natale  PISICCHIO 
f~~l!!:~: 
~lfr  Paul  HEU.'IINGER 
rhnister for Agriculture  and 
Small  Firms and  Traders 
Minister of Fisheries 
State  Secretary, 
!~inistry of Fisheries 
State Secretary, 
Federal N1nistry of Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forestry 
lVIini st  er of Transport 
minister for Fisheries 
Minister  of  Shipping 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Ship-ping 
State Secretary at the Ministry 
for Foreign.Affairs 
4546  e/so· (Presse  7)  ard/JF/vf  ...  ; ... Netherlands: 
Mr  A.P  .. J.m  .. u.  van der  STEE 
!I~~..!fiug~: 
Tlfr  Peter WALKER 
Mr  Alick BUCHlll'TAN-SHITH 
Commission:  ...  ·-·~ 
Mr  Finn  Olav  GUNDELA.CH 
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~hnister of Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
J'.~inister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  e~d Food 
Hini stor of  Ste.te, 
ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Vice-President. 
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FISHERIES  POLICY 
Internal aspects 
After discussing the me.tter in depth,  the  Council  reached 
a  consensus  on  the  total allowable  catch  (TAC)  for  1980 for 
stocks existing in Community  waters,  the proportion ave.ilable 
to the  Community  and  the  conditions  governing catch possibilities. 
In this context  the  Council  said it was  prepared to consider 
a  possible  revie•N  of the  TACs  for certain specific  stocks - in 
particular herring,  cod  and  coalfish - in the light  of scientific 
opinion expected in the near ?uture  from  the  ICES. 
The  CoUl~cil also agreed in principle on  the introduction 
as  from  1  J&~uary 1980  of a  joint system for the  recording and 
transmission of information  on  catches in connection v.'i th the 
TACs.  Detailed rules for applying the  system will be  adopted 
by the  Council  on  a  proposal  :::roi!l  the Commission before  1  July 
this year. 
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Concluding the  ~iscussion on these  two  essential measures 
for  the  G.rawing  up  of a  co1:~mon fisheries  policy,  the  Council 
instructecc the  Permaner:.t  Representatives  Co:r:mni ttee to  discuss 
these  proposals further  so  that  a  formal  decision could be 
taken as  soon as  possible. 
The  Council  also  noted  th8  Corr2issior.L' G  Llte:;:;tion  to  make 
proposals  on  the  catch quotas  for  1980  (after prior 
consultation with the rtrember  States)  and  on structural 
measures  in the  field of in-shore  fishing  and  aquaculture  • 
4546  e/80  (Presse  7)  ain/J~/jb  .  .  .  / ... - 6  -
On  the basis  of an oral report  from  Vice~Pr;_~sident  GUNDELACH 
on  the progress  of negotiations  V'rith  a  certain number  of  non~ 
member  countries  ~- Tunisia,  Yugoslavia and  Canada in 
particular - the  Council had  an  exchange  of views  on  the various 
questions  facing the Community  with regard to  external· 
relations  in fisheries. 
0 
0  () 
As  the  Council  was  able,  following  toclay' s  discussion,  to 
overcome  the final obstacles  to the  dravling up  of the basis for 
a  common  fisheries  policy, it agreed to the signing of 
fisheries  agreements  vlith  Norway,  Spain ancl  Guinea-Bissau  and 
.to the provisional implementation of this latter agreement. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  also noted the  progress  of the fisheries 
negotiations  with  Spain which are  due  to  resume at the 
beginning of February.  The  Co,_mcil  will be  informed  of the 
outcome  of these negotiations. 
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OTHER  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulations 
= amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1883/78 laying dqw.n  general 
rules for the  financing  of intervention by the  European 
Agricultural Guidance  &  Guarantee  Fund,  Guarantee  Section; 
=  amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1763/78  on the  transfer 
of  skimmed-milk powder  to the  Italian intervention agency. 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities  the Regulation imposing  a  definitive anti-
dumping  duty on' lithium hydroxide  originating in the 
United  States of  America and  the  Soviet Union. 
The  Council also  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation on  the total or partial suspension 
of aaenon Customs  Tariff duties  on  certain agricultural 
products  originating in Turkey  (1980)., 
4546  e/80  (Presse  7)  ood/Thn1/jr  ...  / ... 
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On  a  proposal from the German  Government  the  C?uncil 
appointed I'.'Ir  Paul BROICHER,  Rechtsanwalt,  Hauptgeschtiftsfllilrer 
des  Deutschen Industrie- und Handelstages,  Member  of the 
Economic  and  Social Committee  to replace Dr  HIPP,  who  has 
resigned,  for the  remainder of the latter's term of  office, 
whichruns until 18  September  1982. 
On  a  proposal from the  Netherlands delegation the  Council 
also appointed  M.r  w.  WAGEI.'LANS,  beleidsmedewerker internationale 
zaken N.v.v.,  Member  of the Economic  and  Social Committee  to 
replace  the late Mr  J.Ao  HUBREGTSE  for the remainder  of the 
latter's term of  office,  which runs until 18  September  1982. 
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The  Governments  of the Member  States and the Commission 
of the European Communities  were represented as  follows: 
]~.!~!~: 
Mr  Henri  SHIONET 
JI{Jr  Kj eld  OLESEN 
Mr  Niels  ERSB,0LL 
g~E~~£l; 
:fl!lr  Hans-D:i.etrich GENSCHER 
P/Ir  Klaus  von DOHNANYI 
France: 
iVI.r  J ean  FRANCOIS-PONCET 
rlir  Pierre BERN!illD-REYIVIOND 
lE~l~££: 
I\'Ir  Ray  BURKE 
1~§!:1~= 
r~ Attilio RUFFINI 
Mr  Guiseppe  ZAI1ffiERLETTI 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretar;;r, 
MinistrJr  of Foreign Affc'.irs 
Ji'ederal  ll'Iinister for Foreign 
Affairs 
Minister  of State, 
Federal Foreign Office 
l\linister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Minister of State, 
ministry of Industry,  Commerce 
and Energy 
r/Iinister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
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Mr  Gaston  THORN 
l!Tr  :Pav~ I-IEIJ.UNGEH 
r,h~  C. A.  van der  KL_,\AUI! 
Mr  D.F.  van der  Ivilli 
Mr  K.H.  BEYEN 
!IEij!~£.-~3:r;g£-£!!!: 
Lord  CLRRINGTON 
Mr  Jolm  NOTT 
mr  Cr:>cil  PlillKINSON 
Commission~ 
Lir  rtoy  JTil'TKINS 
Mr  Wilhelm  I-LAFERKiJ\II? 
r.Ir  Finn  Olav  GUNDELLCH 
r'fr  Lorenzo  NATALI 
1'fr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
r~Ir  Guido  BRUNNER 
Viscount  Etienne  DAVIGNON 
mr  CJ:1  .. ri  s t opher  TUG :CNDHAT 
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Vice-President  of the Government, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
f:hnistry  of Foreign Affairs, 
Foreign Trade  and Co-operation 
TIIinister  for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
State_  Secretary, 
Ministry of Economic  Affo.irs 
Secretary of  Sto.te for Foreign 
and  Commonwealth  Affairs 
Secretary of State for  Trade 
State Secretary, 
Department  of Trade 
President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Member 
Ir1ember 
Member 
IJember 
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NUCLEAR  ENERGY 
The  Council  signified its agreement  as to  the  substance 
on  a  series of texts on nuclear energy  problems,  naoe1y: 
a  Community  plan of action in the field of radioaqtive 
waste; 
the  points for a  Community  strategy on  the  reprocessing 
of irradiated nuclear fuels,  and  the draft  Council  Decision 
on  the setting up  of an  a.d  hoc  Committee  on  the 
reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuels; 
- the  fast-breeder option in the  Community  context 
·justification, achievements;·probleos  and  act~on 
prospects. 
The  Council  agreed to proceed  to  the  final adoption 
of the texts after their finalization in the official 
languages of the  Communities. 
JRC  .AND  FUSION  RESEARCH  PROGRPJ,Ifu'"ES 
The  Council  instructed the Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to finalize the  decisions  on  the. new  JRC  programine 
and  the  fusion  programme  with a  view to their adoption, 
if possible without  debate,  at a  forthcoming meeting. 
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The  Cour1c~.:l.  discussed the  bu::lcetary aspects  of the 
iron and steel sector9  n&J1ely  the  Co~~ission proposal 
allocating addi·Uonal resources to the  ECSC  budget  in 
order to finance  the  Community  aid intended for  conversion 
projects., 
The  Cov.ncil requested the  Per:~1.:ment  Representatives 
Cor:nni ttee to  work  out  a  solution to this problem,  in 
keeping with the attitude which  e1nerged  in the  Col!lL1i ttee 
in favour  of an  ad hoc  contJ:•ibution froru  the member  States 
in order to  provide the  EJSC  with the necessary  ~1ount, 
so that the  Council  cm.lld  adopt its decision  e..t  its next 
t1eeting. 
.  •••  /~Qil. 
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5.II.80 
RELATIONS  WITH  l1JGOSLAVIA 
The  Council was  informed  by the Vice-President of 
the  Commission,  Iiflr  HAFERKAI1fi>,  of the  outcome  of the 
negotiating meeting he had held  on  1  February 1980  with the 
Yugoslav delegation. 
Expressing satisfaction at the  progress made,  the 
Council requested the Commission to pursue the negotiations 
in close collaboration with the representatives of the 
delegations,  in order to  conclude the new  agreement 
envisaged with Yugoslavia,  ~aking into account Yugoslavia's 
basic position as  a  non-aligned,  European and Mediterranean 
State me~ber of the  Group  of 77  developing countries,  in 
accordance with the Belgrade Declaration of  2  December  1976. 
•a•/••• 
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RELATIONS  WITH  BRAZIL 
The  Council adopted a  Decision au·Lhorizing the Commission 
to  open negotiations  with Brazil for the  conclusion of 
Trade  and  Economic  Co-operation Agreement  to  replace the 
present  Trade  Agreement  which has  b€)en  in force  since  1974. 
This  Decision is part  of a  move  to intensify relations 
with Latin America,  the  importance of wh:lcJ:l  was.  emphasized 
by the President  of the  Council  at the meeting on 
15  January.  The  new  Agreement,  which would  be significantly 
wider in scope than the former,  should  enable the two 
parties to give  a  new  il~1petus to  economic  and trade relations 
between the Community  and  Brazil~ 
... •/ ... ,.. 
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GA'.rT: 
SYNTHETIC  TEXTILE  FIBRES 
The  Council  held an  exchange  of views  on  the 
Commissionts  report  on  the difficulties arising from  the 
considerable increase in imports of certain synthetic 
textile fibres originating in the United States  •. 
The  Cou..."lcil  asked the  Commission  to keep  a  close 
watch on  the  situation and actively pursue its 
consultations with the United States under Article  J~III/1 
of GATT,  which it hoped  would  enable  a  satisfactory 
solution to  be attained. 
The  Council  furthermore  noted that it was  for the 
Commission,  within the  fran::.ew·ork  of the  releva.."'lt  Community 
rules  and· the  Community's  international obligationsj  to 
decide  which other appropriate measures  should  be  taken 
if the need arose. 
4717  e/80  (Presse  9)  rob/PB/mh 5eii.,80 
HiillRGENCY  AID  FOR  AFGHAN  REFUGEES 
In accordance  with its guidelines of  15  January in 
favour of emergency aid to Afghan  refugees,  the Council, 
on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  approved: 
- emergency aid amounting to  1  0  LIEUA  (approximately  14  million $) 
to  cover the refugees'  basic needs 
- food  aid in the  fo1~ of  12~000 tonnes  of cereals, 
300 tonnes  of skinEed milk  powder  and  1,000 tonnes  of 
sugar. 
The  aid will be  allocated to the Afghan refugees via 
the  UNHCR.  This measure  is in response  to the UNHCR's 
appeal for help for the. 500,000  or so  persons  who  have 
taken.refuge in.Pakistan. 
It. takes  account  of the resolution on  the matter 
adopted by the United Nations  General  Assembly  and  is in 
line with the European Parliament  resolution on  the situation 
in Afghanistan which emphasized the need for  speedy action to 
alleviate the suffering of Afghan refugees  in Pakistan. 
0 
0  0 
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EVENTS  IN  AFGHANISTAN 
The  Council first  discussed deliveries of agricultural 
products to  the  USSR  on  the  basis of  a  report  by 
Commission  Vice-President Mr  GUNDEk~CH on  the measures  taken 
and  planned  by the  Commission,  and  then  confirmed the 
conclusions  reached at its last meeting on  15  January. 
It asked  the  Comruission  to  continue  providing the 
Permanent  Representatives  Committee  with regu.lar_and 
detailed briefing. 
As  regards  export  credits,  the Member  States intend, 
as part  of a  joint position vis-a-vis the USSR,  to  apply 
the existing OECD  consensus  without  any derogations. 
GULF  STATES 
The  Council held  a  preliHinary discussion on  the 
possibility of  economic  co-operation with the Gulf States 
and will  examine  the matter further. 
PORTUGUESE  ACCESSION  NEGOTLl.TIONS 
The  Council  prepared the  second ministerial session 
of the  Conference  on  Portuguese  accession to  the  Community, 
which was  also held  today. 
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OTHER  DECISIONS 
The  Council  decided  to  sign the transitional Protocol 
between the Community  and  Cyprus,  which mainly provides 
for the  extension of the first stage of the Association 
Agreement until 31  December  1980.  The  signing of this 
Protocol is planned for  7  February 1980. 
Food  aid 
~  L  ....... 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation allocating food  aid in the  form 
of 500  tonnes of skimmed-milk  powder for Ghana,  to  be 
charged to the  1979  reserve. 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Coramunities  the Regulation laying down  certain interim 
measures for the  conservation and management  of fishery 
resources applicable to vessels  flying the flag of Sweden, 
for the  period up  to  30  April  1980. 
•.a•/  ••• 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official languages of 
the  Cormnunities  the  Decision authorizing the  extension 
or automatic  renewal  of certain agreements  concluded 
between Ivleruber  States and  third countries. 
ECSC 
The  Council  has  given its assent  pursuant  to 
Article  56( 2) (a)  of the  ECSC  Treaty vvi th regard to 
D;y-noplast  Ltd.  g  FHS  Stahl  verfonnung and l'JcKeller Watt  Ltd. 
(all the United Kingdom). 
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The  Governments  of the member  States  and  the  CoJ1111ission 
of the European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
Mr  Willy CL.AES 
Mr  Giistori  GEENS 
Denmark: 
Mr  Ivar N,0RGAARD 
Germanv;  -...... ~,__  ...... ,_~ 
Hr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
li'rance  ~ 
Mr  Rene  MONORY 
Irelanct: 
ll·1r  Michael  C  0ICENNEDY 
Hr  Filippo  PANDOLFI 
Mr  Giorgio  FEPJL~I 
Vice-Premier, 
llinister for Economic  Affairs 
rilinister of Fir;.cw.1.ce 
IIil"lister  for  EcoT1on1ic  l-1.ffairs ·  ~· 
Federal l'hnister of Finance 
State  Secretar~.·, 
Ii'ederal f\ilnistl7  :Cor  Economic 
Affairs 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Min:ister for Finance 
Minister of the  Treasury 
State  Secretary, 
Treasury 
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Mr  Jacques  SANTER 
rlfr  Ernest  MUHLEN 
Netherlands:  ______  ....,. __ 
l'Ir  A~  NOOTEBOmli 
!l!!!!££_!9:~~££~= 
Sir  Geoffrey  HO\'/E 
Corrunission:  --------
J.';Tr  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
M.r  Christopher  TUGENDEl\.T 
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Minister  of  Finance 
State Secretary1  :Ministry of 
Finance 
State Secretary,  IvTinistry 
of  F'inanc e 
Chancellor of the  Exchequer 
Vice-President 
member 
0 
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FINAL  IMPLICATIONS  OF  THE  COlVLMON  AGRICULTURAL  POLICY 
r.  The  Council~  bearing in mind  the conclusions  of the 
European  Council in Dublin,  took note  of the proposals 
made  by  the  Coramission  on  4  Dec ember  1979  for  improving 
the  co~~on agricultural policy with  a  view to  helping to 
balance the markets  a~d streamlining expenditure.  It 
approved the  Commission's  objective  of resolving the 
specific  problems  arising,  in the interests of  safeguarding 
the  co~non agricultural policy  ar.d  its  economic  and  social 
merits,  while respecting its principles  and  taking account 
of  current  budgetary difficulties.  This  goal  presupposed 
substantial savings  and  a  prudent  price policy. 
II.  The  Council  considered it to  be  desirable that the 
discussions  on  the  Cormnission  v s  proposals  should be  guided 
by the following principles: 
1.  An  improvement  of the  common  agricultural policy 
1.1Vi th the  aim  of  considerably reducing the growth rate 
of agricultural  expenditure was  absolutely essential also 
in order to  ensure that  the  1%  om1  resources limit was 
not  exceeded~  having regard to  the resources  required 
for other policies. 
2.  Subject  to  the  excw~ination of the  assessment  announced 
by  the  Comraission  of the foreseeable  development  of market 
organization  expenditure  in the  event  of its proposals 
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being  implemented  and  taking growth  in expenditure  over 
the last few years  as  a  basis,  it would  be  necessary to 
take  measures  leading to  substantial sc:.vings,  reaching 
the  order of mc:.gnitude  proposed by the  Com1nission. 
3y  In this connection,  the  Council  was  of the  opinion 
that  the  measures  should be  directed particularly at 
surplus  products;  it requested  the  Comrn.ission  to  see 
whether further  savings might  be  achieved by means  of 
the  more  efficient use  of the  market  o:;_~ganization 
instruments. 
III.  ~he Council requested the  Permanent  Representatives 
Co~m1ittee  and  the  AGRI/FIN  Working  Party to  continue 
examining  the  financial aspects  of the  inprovement  of 
the  corr1;_non  agricultural policy and  to report back to  the 
Council at the  very earliest opportunity,  in preparation 
for further discussions. 
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ECONOMIC  SITUATION  IN  THE  COI'/II;!UNITY 
The  Council held  a  detailed  exchange  of vievre  on the 
latest developments in the  economic  situation in the 
Community. 
CONVERGENCE 
After  a.  brief exchange  of views  on  the latest Commission  -
communication of 5 February  1980 entitled  "Convergence  and 
budgetary questions",  the President invited delegations to 
give this item more  thought with a  view to resun1ing 
discussions at  a  later stage in accordance  with  arrangements 
to be  proposed by the Presidency. 
EXPORT  CREDITS:  INTEREST  RATES  UNDER  THE  ARRANGEI.IENT  ON 
GUIDELINES  FOR  OFFICIALLY  SUPPORTED  EXPORT  CREDITS 
After an  exchange  of  vier~, the  Council instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  Co~nittee to continue  examination 
of this point. 
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OTHER  DECISIONS 
Accession  of Greece 
The  Cottncil  and  the Representatives  of  the  Governments  of 
the Member  States meeting within the  Council adopted,  in the 
official lru1guages  of the  Cormmmities?  a  Decision  on  the 
opening  of negotiations  with various preferential Fartner 
States  (Algeria,  Austria,  Cyrpus,  Egypt,  Finland,  Iceland, 
Israel,  Jordan,  Lebanon,  Halta,  Morocco,  Norway,  Portugal, 
Spain,  Sweden,  Switzerland,  Sy-.f'ia,  Tunisia and  TVJ."key)  to 
adapt  the  agreements  between the  Community  and  those  States 
to take  account  of the  accession of Greece to the  Europeru1 
Commtmi ties. 
!~~~~E~~~-E£~~~l 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities,  a  Regulation extending until 29  February 1980 the 
validity of fishing licences for vessels flying the flag  of 
Spain. 
~EE£~~!JE~!!! 
On  a  proposal from  the  Danish Government,  the  Council 
appointed  E'ir  Ivlorten  FENGER,  Arbejds- og  socialattach8, 
Danmark  faste repraesentation ved  De  europaeiske Faellesskaber, 
as  an al  terna-,ce  nember  of the  Co:mrni ttee of the European  .. 
Social Fund,  to replace  I·.Ir  BULOW--LUDVIGSEN,  alte:c·nate member 
who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder  of the latter 0s  term 
of  office i.e. until  16  April  1980. 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
5053/80  (Presse  18) 
625th  Council  meeting 
-Agriculture -
Brussels,  18  February  1980 
President:  lVIr  Giovarmi  r.'I.ARCORA, 
Minister for Agriculture  and  Forestry 
of the  Italian Republic - 2  -
The  Governments  of the  Member  States  and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communi ties were  represented  as  follovvs: 
Mr Albert  k'\.  'TENS 
;Q~P.!!~~~ 
Mr  Foul  DALSAGER 
~~~~~: 
ntr  Hans-Jurgen RCHR 
l<'rance: 
1\Ir  Pierre  ThJEEAIGl'TERIE 
Er Jacques  FOUCEIER 
Ireland; 
Lir  Ray  Iv1s.c SI-UillRY 
1\:ir  Giovanni  l'il.';.RCCRA 
Thir  Ferruccio  PISONI 
i:~inister for Agriculture  and 
Small  Firms  and  Tr:;~ders 
iHnister for Agricul  tu.re 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry for  Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forestry 
Einister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
I,~inistry of Agriculture 
I:Iinister for Agricul  tu.re 
Liinister for Agriculture 
2:n.d  Forestry 
~)tate Secretary, 
I·Iinistry  of Agriculture  and 
Pores try 
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lVIr  Camille  lifl.c.."Y 
±:!£~££!:!~~~: 
:flllr  A.P .J  .1\I.AI.  van der  STEE 
mr  Peter WALiillR 
IVIr  Alick  BUCHAN..-'\N-SMITH 
Cornrnissio:;.1.: 
m:r  Finn Olav  GUNDEIACH 
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Minister for Agriculture, 
Viticulture,  Inland Waterways 
and  Forestry 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
Hinister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Minister of State, 
Ministry  of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
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1980/1981  AGRICULTURAL  FJli_(~:g_~  AND  RE~ATED MEASURES 
The  Council held en initial exchange  of views  on the 
Commission  proposals  on the  fixing  of agricultural prices 
for  1980/1981  and  cortain related measures,  also  taking 
ir  .. to  accou11t  its previous  proposals  on  changes  in the 
common  agric1..1.l tural policy to  help balance  the  me.rkets  and 
streamline  expenditure. 
The  Council paid  SJ!ecial attention to  the  problems  in 
the  sugar  and  milk  products  sectors.,  Vli th regard to  the 
first of these it agreed  to  lay dowrt  as  far as  possible  the 
general principles of a  :new  system of quotas  for  1981-1985  at 
its next meeting,  in  orc~er to  give  producers the  necessary 
security before  the  start of sowing for the  1980/1981  season~ 
Vvi th regard  to  milk  products,  the  Council instructed a 
high-level working  party to  continue  the  discussions  on the 
general  problems  affecting the  milk  and milk products  sector 
and  to  report back at its next meeting. 
The  Council  concluded by  agreeing to  continue its 
examination of all these  proposals at its next meeting 
on agricultural questions. 
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WINE  SECTOR 
Having resolved  the  problems  outstanding  (notably certain 
implementing dates)v  the  Council  adopted  in the  official 
languages  of the  Communities  the  nine  Re~Alations to  which  it 
agreed  in principle  on  10  and  11  December  1979  (1). 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also  examined the proposal for  a  Regulation 
laying down  general rules  on distillation operations for table 
wines.  It fixed  the  maximum  quantities to  be  distilled and 
the minimum  purchase  price  (2.16  ECU/ 0/hl for  types  R  I  and 
R  II,  1.90 ECU/ 0/hl for  type  A I)  and  the  amount  of aid to  be 
granted according to  the  produce  obtained  (1.31  and  1.22 
ECU/0/hl for red  winev  1.05  ru1d  0.96  ECU/0/hl for white wine). 
It instructed the  Special  Conwittee  on Agriculture  to further 
ex~nine the last few  technical aspects  of the proposal in 
preparation for  a  decision by  the  Council as  soon as  possible. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council  recorded that no  consensus had  been reached 
on the proposal for  a  Rcgul2.tion concerning implementation 
guarantees  and  agreed  to return to  the matter. 
(1)  See  Press Release  11462/79  (Presse  160). 
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SHEEPMEAT 
The  Council held an  excho.nge  of views  on the various 
aspects of common  organization of the market  in shee:prneat. 
It concluded that the  proceedings needed  to  be 
expedited.  The  Commission  said it was  prepared  to  make 
suggestions  to  the  extent of its povvers  and responsibilities 
to  advance  the  work on this matter,  which  the  Council 
agreed  to  discuss at its meeting  on  3  and  4 Marcha 
1978  EAGGF  FipANCIAL  REPOR~ 
The  Council noted the  eighth financial  report  on 
the  European Agricultural  Guidance  and Guarantee  Fund  (1978), 
Guarantee  and Guidance  Sections. 
HORTICULTURE 
The  Council noted a  statement by  the Danish delegation 
concerning  the horticultural situation in Derunark,  2illd 
competition problems  in that sector. 
.. .. ; ... 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities 
Regulations  on the  conclusion of agreements  on trade  in 
textile products between the European Economic  Community 
and Brazil and  Uruguay~ 
a  Regulation  imposing  a  de:finitive  anti-dumpil:1..g  duty on 
a  certain sodium  carbonate  originating in the  Soviet Union. 
The  Council  also  approved  the  outcome  of the textile 
negotiations  conducted with  Greece  for  1980 • 
. Lastly,  the  Council  adopted in the  o:fficial  lm~ages 
o:f  the  Co1nmunities  a  Regulation on  the  conclusion o:f  an 
agreement  in the  form  of an  exchange  of letters between the 
European Economic  Co~nunity and  the  Portuguese  Republic 
regarding  prepared or preserved tomatoes  falling within 
subheading  20.02  C of the  Common  Customs  Tariff  (maxirrrum 
o:f  90,000  tonnes  for  1980). 
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The  Council  adopted in the official languages of the 
Communities 
- a  Resolution on the  implementation of a  Community  plan of 
action in the  field of radioactive  waste; 
- a  Resolution concerning the  Advisory Committee  on  Progr~1m1e 
Management  for the  Management  and  Storage  of Radioactive 
Waste~ 
a  Resolution on the  reprocessing of irradiated nuclear  fuels~ 
- a  Decision on the  setting up of an ad hoc  Advisory Committee 
on the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear  fuels~ 
a  Resolution on fast breeder reactors. 
Decisions  of principle  on the  above  were  truren on 
5  February 1980  (see Press Release  4717/80  (Presse  9)). 
The  texts are  due  to  appear in the Official Journal shortly. 
Relations with the  ACP  States  and  the  OCT 
----------------------~------------------
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities 
- Regule,tions 
= on the  application of Decision No  1/80 of the  ACP-EEC 
Council of Ministers  on  transitional  measures~ 
= on the  arrangements  applicable  to  agricultural products 
and  certain goods  resulting from  the  processing of 
agricultural products originating in the  ACP  States or 
the  OCT; 
= opening,  allocating  m~d providing for  the  administration 
of a  Community  tariff quota for fresh or chilled tomatoes 
falling within subheading ex 07.01  M I  of the  Common 
Customs  Tariff originating in the  ACP  States  (1980); 
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= providing for ceilings  and  Community  surveillance for 
imports  of carrots  and  onions  falling within 
subheadingex 07.01  of the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
originating in the  ACP  States  (1980); 
=  opening,  allocating and providing for the  ad@inistration 
of a  Cornmunity  tariff quota for  rum~  arrack and  tafia 
falling within subheading  22.09  C I  of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff originating in the  ACP  States  (rkrch-Jw.'le  1980) 1 
- a  Decision on  import  arrangements  for  ru.TJl~  arrack and  tafia 
falling within subheading 22.09  C I  of the  Co~non Customs 
Tariff originating·in thG  OCT; 
- Council Regulation opening)  allocating and providing for the 
administration of a  Comnunity tariff quota for rum 9  arrack 
and  tafia fn.lling within subheading 22.09  C I  of the  Common 
Customs  Tariff origi:i.1.ating in the  OCT  (r1arch-June  1980). 
ECSC 
The  CoUllcil  gave  the  assent requested under 
Article  56(2)(a)  of th8  ECSC  Treaty concerning Lightning 
Fasteners  Ltd.~  United  Kingdom. 
'· 
·--... ·-~- _  ... 
On  a  proposal from  the  Italian Government  the  Council · 
appointed  Dr IIaria Ida  JACONE,  F.:app:eesentante  Confagricoltura; 
as  an  altern~te member  of the  eommittee  of the  European 
Social Fu'.1d  to  replac-e  Dr  Guido  PAGGI;  alternate member,  who 
has  resigned.  Dr  Jti'b~s  "'='appointed  for the remainder  of 
i  ~  PAGGl 'S tcro of office,  which  ru...11.s  until  16  April  1980. 
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The  Council  also  appointed,  on  a  proposal from  the 
Luxembourg  Government,  Mr  Rene  PIZZAFERRI,  Secretaire central 
de  la Confederation syndicale  independante  and Er Henri  DUNKEL 1 
Secretaire social de  la Confederation luxembourgeoise  des 
Syndicats  chretiens as full members  and l\flr  Aloise  GROBEN, 
Membre  du  Comi te-directeur de  la Federation des  Et1ployes 
prives  as alternate member  of the  Advisory  Co~~ittee on  Social 
Security for f~igrant Workers  for the  remainder of the  Committe2qs 
term  of.office~  which  runs until  14  October  1981. 
The  Council also  adopted  a  Decision appointing members  and 
·alternate members  of the Advisory  Committee  on Veterinary 
Training  (1980/1983): 
A.  Experts  from  the practising profession 
rilcmber 
Belgium  Mr  Pierre TIONSSE 
Germany  Mr  H.  P,AGENLOCHER 
Denmark  mr  Svend  JOH.\NSEN 
France  Mr  ll.1arcel  CLOUET 
Ireland  llir Brcndc.n  T.  FiL't.RELLY 
Italy  Il1r  Aldo  ROGHEirO 
Luxenbourg  Mr  Fronk  WOLFF 
Netherlands  Mr  H. A.  RIESSEN 
United Kingdom  Mr  J.N.  GTIIPPER 
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AlternatE  member 
r.Ir  Arsene  HUYSrJANS 
Hr  H.  SCHREITER 
l\1r  Gu...'W.ar  I.'IORTENSEN 
Mr  Jean FONTAINE 
Mr·Fint~~ J.  COONEY 
lYir  Porfirio  DI  BELLA 
Mr Josoph  KREl'I'LER 
Mr M.  BOS!!IAN 
I\1r  I.E.  HUGHES 
I 
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B  ..  ExpertE?  from  Insti  tutiOP-:§_(;)ntrusted  with  th_e  _  __!.each~  of 
Veterin_~Sciences 
Belgium 
Germany 
Derunark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Uni  tee_  Kingdom 
1Iember 
Mr  LOUSSE 
Mr  M  ..  STOBBB'R 
Mr  H. C.  AilLL'R 
Mr  PILET 
Mr  Seoss.rnh  HANLY 
Mr  Armando  GOBETTO 
Mr  Aloyse  SCHILTGES 
Mr  A..  RIJNBERK 
Mr  A,.O.  BETTS 
Alternate l\lember 
Mr  Albert  DEVOS 
Mr  L. F.  l.IUELLER 
Mr  P.  i.HLLEBERG 
Mr  COTTb"'REAU 
Mr  John  H.tNn.AN 
Mr  Aldo  ROI'.IAGNOLI 
Mr  Frank WOLFF 
Mr  G.H.  HUISHlUf 
IYir  E"J  .J.J.  SOULSBY 
c. ~rom  the  co~eten~t authorities of the Wiember  States 
Belgium 
Germany 
Denmark 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Member 
lVIr  A.  ViiliTIEVELDE 
Mr F.  r-cmmR 
Mr  E.  STOUGAARD 
Alternate Member  -------··--------
Mr  P.  LEHELLE 
Mr  H.L.  SCHLEGEL 
Mr  E.  I:IL.LLlllG  OLSEN 
Mr  Joseph  S.ANT.AJ\1ARIA  Mr  Georges  VALLIER 
Mr  John  J.  VAUGHAN  Mr  TraolRch  0  NUALLAll~ 
Mr  b'nrico  BENEVELLI  Mr  Iriario  FRITTOLI 
Mr  Aloyse  SCHILTGES  "filr  Raymond.  FRISCH 
Hr H.  v. a.  ESCH  I\Ir  J.  BOOGAERDT 
Mr  A.TI. '.'1.  PORTER  Mr  A.  ST::.::ELE-BODGER 
------------
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GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
5405/SO  (Presse  26) 
626th  Council meeting 
- Agriculture  -
Brussels,  3  and  4  r:Iarch  1980 
President:  I.lr  Giovanni  f,'lARCORA, 
f,·;inister  for Agriculture  and  Forest1·y 
of the Italian Republic - 2  - 4.III.80 
The  Governments  of the  l<Tember  States  and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as follows: 
!atl!5~.~: 
mr Albert  rAVENS 
Denmark:  ---
Mr  Poul  DALSAGER 
Q.men~: 
r~:r  Joseph ERTL 
Mr  Hans-JUrgen  ROHR 
France:  .. -
Mr  Pierre  F.'IER.!\.INGERIE 
Mr  Jacques  POUCHIER 
Ireland: 
Mr  Ray  F1acSHARRY 
Mr  Giovanni  l'iATICORA 
mr Ferruccio  PISONI 
minister for Agriculture  and 
Small Firms  and  Traders 
minister for Agriculture 
Federal  r,~inister of  Food, 
Agriculture  and Forestry 
State  Secretary, 
Federal Ministry for Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forest:"Y 
~hnister for Agriculture 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Fllinister for Agriculture 
r!iinister for Agriculture 
and Forestry 
State  Se  C~i>e-tary, 
Ministry of Agriculture  and 
Forestry 
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Mr  Camille  NEY 
Netherlands:  ___  ..,__..._.... 
Mr  A  o  DE  ZEEUW 
Mr  Peter WALKER 
1\Tr  Alick BUCH.il..NAN-SrHTH 
Commission:  ---------
Mr  Finn Olav  GUNDELACH 
- 3  - 4.IIL80 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Viticulture,  Inland Waterways 
and Forestry 
Director-General for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries and  Food 
Minister of State, 
r;finistry  of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0  0 
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FIXING  OF  AGRICULTUR.\.L  PRICES  AND  CH;:;NGES  IN  THE  COMl'vmN 
AG RJ.)UJJTUR.l'l..L  POLICY 
At  the  start of the meeting the  President informed 
the  Council  of the  talks he  had  had with the  Committee  on 
Agriculture  of the European Parliament  and with the 
professional agricultural organizations - COPA  and  COGECA 
on  the  fixing  of agricultural prices for 1980/1981  and 
related measures  and  on  changes  in and the  rebalancing of 
the  agricultural policy. 
The  Council then continued its discussions  on the 
Commission  proposals relating to these  dossiers,  concentrating 
in particular on  sugar,  milk products  and beef and veal. 
The  Council first examined  the  problems arising with 
regard to the  adjustment  of the  common  organization of the 
market  in sugar and  isoglucose  due  to take  place  on  1  July 
this year.  On  the  assumption that the  future  system would 
still have  to be  based  on  a  ~uota system,  the  Council paid 
particular attention to the  problems  of the  allocation of 
QUotas  and financing,  in the  light more  especially of the 
prospects for production in the  Community  and  on  the  world 
sugar market. 
The  Council  instructed the  Special Committee  on 
Agriculture to expedite  its discussions  on this matter for 
its next meeting,  on  the  understanding that the  Commission 
would at the  same  time  contact  the  delegations with a  view 
to  QUickly finding  a  basis for a  decision. 
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As  to  the  milk  sector,  the  Council,  having before it an 
interim report  from  the  Chairman of the  ad  hoc  high-level 
Working Party,  held  a  v;i<le-ranging  discussion  011  the various 
aspects of the  Co~nission proposal on  the  matter and  on the 
alternative  suggestions  submitted by various delegations 
aimed  at  curbing milk  :production with the  object of restoring 
the  balance  in the  market  in this sector. 
In conclusion,  the  Council  asked  the  ad.  hoc  Working Party 
to  actively :pursue  its work  on the  matter in the light of 
today~s discussions,  v;ith  a  view to  submitting a  full report 
to  the  Council  in time  for its meeting  on  26  and  27  March  1980. 
With regard to beef and  veal the  Council  focused  its 
attention on  the  main aspects of the  Co~nission proposal, 
ioe.  the general level of prices,  in view of the  desirability 
of introducing for producers  of quality meat  a  1):remium  for 
nurse  cows  directed towo.rds  maintaining an equitable  income 
for  such  producers  and  the  special structur2l me2.sures  to  be 
laid do·m1  for this sector (suspension of buying-in in summer 
and  introduction of a  scale  for grading  carcases for the 
purpose  of buying in). 
The  discussion on this  issue will be  resmuec1  at the  next 
meeting as  p2.rt  of the  discussions  on  the  Corm:aission  proposals 
as  a  whole. 
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MARKET  IN  APPLES 
As  requested by  several delegations,  the Council  discussed 
with the  Co~rrission the  disturbing situation on  the market  in 
apples in view of the  quantities still available  from  the 
Community  harvest  and  imports  from  the  southern hemisphere. 
FEED-GRAIN 
The  Council held  an  exchange  of views  on  the results of 
the  Commission  study on  comparative  costs  of feed-grain in 
Italy and  in other regions  of the  Community. 
The  Cou_~cil agreed to return to the issue at its next 
meeting, if need be,  on  the basis  of a  Commission proposal. 
AGRICULTURAL  STRUCTURES  POLICY 
The  Council  received an interim report  from  the Special 
Committee  on Agriculture  on  progress in the  work  on  all the 
structural proposals  contained in the  Commission  co~munication 
of March  1979. 
The  Council  agreed to return to the issue  at its next 
meeting at the  same  time  as ·it resumed its discussions  on  the 
proposals  on price fixing and  changes  in the  corrunon  agricultural 
policy. 
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SHEEPr:IJEAT 
The  Council made  a  fresh  examination of the 
situation on  the  sheepmeat  market  and in this connection 
looked  into the possibility of an interim agreement. 
The  Council failed to  reach  agreement  on  this matter. 
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OTHER  DECISIONS 
The  Cou_YJ.cil  adopted  in the official lang1..cages  of the 
Communities  the  Regulation laying down  general rules on 
distillation operations  for table  wines  for which the 
delivery contract must  be  approved before  15  April  1980. 
The  Council had  agreed  to  the  principles underlying this 
measure  at its meeting  on 18  February  1980  (see  Press 
Release  5053/80  (Presse  18)  of that date). 
The  CotU1cil  also  adopted  in the  official llli1guages  of 
the  Cornnru.ni ties the  Regulation on  the  advance  payment  of 
export  refunds in respect of agricultural products. 
Finally,  the  Council adopted  in the  official languages 
of the  Communities  the  Regulations: 
laying dovvn  certain interim measures  for the  conservation 
and  management  of fishery resources  from  1  March to 
30  Jtu1e  1980  applicable  to  vessels flying the  flag of 
Spain~ 
implementing Articles XVIII  and XXIII  of the  Convention on 
Future  W1ul tilateral Co-operation in the  Northv;est  Atlantic 
Fisheries as  regards  the  scheme  of  joint international 
enforcement. 
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Research 
The  Council  appl~ovec'.  the  substance  of the  following 
research programmes: 
Biology- Health protectj_on (radiation  protection)~ 
- Management  and  storage  of radioactive  waste. 
These  probrammes  will be  formally  adopted later. 
The  Council  adopted in the official la::'lgUa.ges  of the 
Communities  the  Decision concluding  the  agreement  on trade 
in textile  products betweell the European Economic  Community 
and Haiti. 
The  Council  also  o.clopted  in the official languages  of 
the  Comnn.mi ties the  Regulo..tion extending for  two  m.onths  the 
provisional  anti-dur.11ping  duty  on  certain acr3rlic  fibres 
originating in the United  States of America. 
Finally,  the  Cov~cil adopted  in the  official languages 
of the  Communities the  Decision authorizing the  Commission 
to negotiate  on behalf of the  Community  Agreements  in the 
form of Exchanges  of Letters modifying  certain duty-free 
quotas  opened by the  United Kingdom  in accordance  with 
Protocol No  1  to  the  Agreements  between the  Europeo.n-
Economic  Community  c:md  Fi:r~and,  Norway  m1.d  Swecl.en 
respectively,. 
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Relations  ~~th the  ACP  States and  OCT  -------- -- ------------
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  two  Regulations  derogating from  the  definition  o~ 
the  concept  of "originating products"  to take  into Eccount  the 
special situation of: 
- Malawi  and  I<::enya,  with regard to certain forms  of fishing 
tackle  (e,rtificial flies  for fishing); 
Mauritius,  with  regard to its production of  ce  .. nned tuna. 
Moreover as  regards  the stabilization of revenues,  the 
Council  agreed to the  draft Decision of the  .A.CP-EEC  Council 
of Ministers  on  the implementation of Article  18( 5)  of the· 
ACP-EEC  Convention of Lome  concerning the allocation of any 
balance  remaining end  replenished  resources  (a similar 
Decision will b8  adopted  vr.i. th regard to  the  OCT  when  the 
decision of the  Council  o:r:  ACP-EEC  Ministers  has  been taken). 
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ECSC  --
The  Council  gave  its assent  pursuant to Article 56(2)(a) 
of the  ECSC  Treaty for A.  TEVES  Ltd.,  United Kingdom  and its 
assent  pursuant  to Article  54(2)  of the  ECSC  Treaty for the 
financing  of housing for ECSC  workers. 
The  Council  appointed,  on  a  proposal from  the  Italian 
Government, 
- Mr  Bruno  BARUCHELLO,  currently an alternate member,  as 
member  and Mr  Paolo Michele  EREDE,  Professor,  as alternate 
member  of the  Advisory Committee  on  Medical  Training,  in 
place  of Mr  Antonio  SPINELLI  and  ~~r Bruno  BARUCHELLO  for 
the  recainder of their term of offtce,  i.e. until 
5  April  1982; 
- F.1r  Guiseppe  MAZZOTTI,  Doctn;r, ·Primo  dirige:nte medic9,  .: as 
full member  of the Advisory Committee  on  Training in Nursing 
in the  category of experts  of the  competent  authorities  of 
the  Member  State,  in place  of Professor Francesco POLIZZI 
for the  remainder  of the latter's term  of  office,  which  runs 
until  14  January  1982. 
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The  Council also appointed,  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Netherlands  Governr!1ent,  Ur  H.A.J  .~.! ..  VRIJHOEF,  Raadadviseur 
voor internationale Onderwijsaangelegenheden van het 
Uinisterie van  Onderwijs  en  Wetenschappen,  a  member  of 
the management  Board of the  European Centre  for the 
Development  of Vocational Training in place  of Nrr  A.H.  KOELINK, 
who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder  of his term of office, 
which exp_irGB  on  14 January 1982. 
Finally,  the Council adopted in the  official languages 
of the  Communities  the Decision appointing mr  Hans  Jj{rgen  KOCH 
a  member  of the Advisory Committee  of the  Euratom Supply 
Agency  in place of Hr  Eyvind moE,  who  has resigned,  for the 
·remainder of his  term of office,  i.eo, until 28  r:Tarch  1981. 
\ 
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Minister for Finance 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  - 17. III.  SO 
The  Governments  of the iTember  States and  the  Commission 
of the European  Communities  were  represented as follows: 
!!~1.~i~= 
Mr  Willy CLAES 
Mr  Gaston  GEENS 
Den..rnark:  -------
~~ Gunnar  RIBERHOLDT 
~~l: 
TIIr  Manfred  LAHNSTEIN 
~~ Otto  SCHLECHT 
France:  ---
Mr Rene  1\iONORY 
Ireland:  ---
Mr  rl1:ichael  0 'KEJ:IT.NEDY 
!1~~;t:: 
Mr  Giorgio  FERRARI 
Vice-Prenri.er 
~linister for  Economic  Affairs 
Minister for Finance 
Ambassador 
Permanent  Representative 
State Secretary 
Federal 1':iinistry of Finance 
State  Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Economic 
Affairs 
lfdnister for Economic  Affairs 
111:inister for  Finru~ce 
State Secretary 
I1inistry of the  Treasury 
Mr  Jacques  SANTER  Minister for Finance. 
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Mr  A,.P.J.M.M  ..  van  der  STEE 
2"~i~!'2~L!£i~~££11!: 
Sir Geoffrey  HOWE 
Conunission:  ----------
~fur  Fran9ois~Xavier ORTOLI 
Mr Christopher  TUGENDHAT 
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Minister of Finance 
Chancellor of the  Exchequer 
0 
Vice-President· 
Member 
0 
The  following  also  took part in the meeting: 
Mr  E.  TARABINI 
Mr  F.W.  RUTTEN 
Mr  Jean-Yves  HABERER 
Mr Erik  HOFFfv:IEYER 
0 
0 
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Chairrnan  of the  Co-ordinating 
Group  for Economic  and 
Financial Policies 
Chairman  of the  Economic  Policy 
Committee 
Chairman  of the monetary  Committee 
Chairmru1  of the  Committee  of 
Governors  of the  Central  Banks 
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FIRST  QUARTERLY  EXAifiNATION  OF  THE  ECONOMIC  SITUATION  IN  THE 
COf/Ii)ill.JNITY 
The  Com~cil held its first quarterly examination of the 
economic  situation in the  Community  in accordance with its 
Decision of  18  February  1974  on  the  attainment  of a  high 
clegree  of  convergence  between the  Member'  States'  economic 
policies.  For this purpose,  it had before it a  Commission 
communication of  6 March  which  had already been  examined by 
the  Co-ordination  Group  for Economic  and Financial Policies. 
In conclusion,  the  Cot~~cil noted  and  shared the 
Commission's view that there is no  need  at this stage to  amend 
the  economic  policy guidelines for  1980  which were  adopted by 
the  Council  on  17  December  1979. 
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PREPARATIONS  FOR  THE  EUROPEAN  COUNCIL 
The  Cm.mcil  preps.red the  economic~ financial  and monetary 
points which might  be  rs.ised at the  next Europec:m  Council; 
preparation of a  number  of these  items,  in particular 
"convergence  a.nd  budgetary questions",  will be  continued at 
the  Council meeting on  General Affairs  on  18  March. 
STRENGTHENED  CO-ORDINATION  OF  ECONOEIC  POLICIES 
Following the  Council's instructions of  18  June  1979,  the 
Commission  forwarded  to  the  Council  a  corowL~icRtion entitled 
"Improvement  of the  co-ordina.tion of  economic  policies"  o 
. The  Cotmcil  recorded its general approval of the  ideas put 
forward  in this  communics.tion  and  invited the various 
specialized committees - Monetary  Committee~  Committee  of 
Governors  of the  Central Bc:mks,  Co-ordinating Group  for 
Economic  and Financial Policies - to  strengthen the  co-ordination 
of their economic  policies on  the  basis of this  conununication. 
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OTHER  DECISIONS 
The  Council signified its agreement  to  a  contribution under 
Community  aid measures for disaster victims of 170,0)0  EUA  to the 
financing of the  emergency aid programme  of the  Cath~lic Relief 
Services in India following the  drought  which has affected a  large 
part of India. 
The  Council adopted in the official languages of the  Communities 
the Regulation concluding the  Agreement  on  trade  in textile products 
between the European Economic  Community  and Hong  Kon-5. 
The  Council also  adopted in the official la.hgua,?;es  .Jf  the 
Communities  the Decision accepting on behalf of the  ,~ommunity an 
Annex  to the International Convention on  the  simplifi.cation and 
.harmonization of  customs  procedures. 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  o::  tha  Communi ties 
the  Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  3179/78  ·~oncerning the 
conclusion by  the European Economic  Community  of the  Convention on 
Future Multilateral Co-operation in the  Northwest  Atlantic Fisheries 
(technical adjustments  to  the limits of the  stastica1 su'J-areas between 
Greenland and  Canada). 
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The  Council  adopted in the official languages of the  Communities 
the  Directive  co-ordinating the  requirements  for the  drcwing  up, 
scrutiny and  distribution of the listing particulars to be  published 
for the  admission  of securities to official stock-exchange listing,  on 
which  a  decision in principle. had been  taken at the  CoU!'.cil  meeting 
on  research on  20  December  1979  (see Press Release  1186S'/79  (Presse  173) 
of that date). 
~~E6:~-~£!i£~ 
The  Council  adopted in the  official languages of the  Communities 
the Regulation laying  down  the rules for  carrying out  t:te  registration 
of petroleum product  imports  in the  European  Community  provided for by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1893/79,  adopted by the  Council  on  ?8  August  1979. 
~E£i!U~~!l~~ 
The  Council  appointed, 
- on  a  proposal  by the  French Government,  Mr  Louis  LAUGA,  Secretaire 
adjoint  de  la F.N.S.E.A.,  as  a  member  of .the  Economic  and  Social 
Committee  to  replace Mr  GUILLAUME,  member,  who  has  re£:igned,  for the 
remainder of his ·term  of office,  which runs until  18  ~;eptember 1982; 
- on  a  proposal  by  the  United  Kingdom  Government,  Mr  I.A.W.  FAIR,  as 
a  member  of the Pommittee  of the  European  Social Fund,  to replace 
Mrs  D.M.  ELLISON,  member,  who  has  resigned,  for  the  remainder  of 
her term of office,  which  runs until  16  April  1980; 
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- on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  Mr  N.  ENEVOLDSEN  ~s a  member 
of the  management  Board  of the European  Centre  for the  Development 
of Vocational  Training,  to  replace Mr  Jprgen HANSEN,  who  has 
resigned,  for the  remainder of his  term of office,  i..e. until 
14  January  1982; 
- on  a  proposal  from  the  Luxembourg  Government,  Mr Norbert  FELTGEN, 
Professeur-attache at the  National  Education Ministry,  as  a 
member  of the Management  Board  of the European  Centre  for the 
Development  of Vocational  Training,  to replace  Mr  Ni·Jolas  ESTGEN, 
who  has  resigned,  for the  remainder of his  term of office,  i.e. 
until 14  January  1982. 
In addition,  the  Council  adopted,  in the  official  l~guages of 
the  Communities,  a  Decision appointing  the members  of the  Administrative 
Board of the  European Foundation for the  Improvement  of Living  and 
Working  Conditions,  for the period 17  March  1980  to  16  March  1983: 
I.  Government  representatives 
(a)  Members  {b)  l\.lternates 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Mr  G.  BENS 
Mr  G.  COLN 
Prof.  K.  FITTING 
Mr  F.  BRUN 
Mr  G.B.  O'SULLIVAN 
Dr  U.  TAVERNINI 
Mr  R.  SCHINTGEN 
Mr  mr.  ir. J.L.  FRIMA 
1\'Ir  F.J.  BAYLISS 
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J'dr  M.  PIERRE 
~Vlrs  V  •  LOMBOLT 
Dr  R.  MILLER 
:11r  B.  HUREZ 
:VIr  J. l'dcGRATH 
Dr  N.  FIORE 
Dr  P.  HUBERTY-KRAU 
Drs  W.J.  KAKEBEEKE 
lVIr  F.  GALE 
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II. Representatives of workers'  organizations 
(a)  Members  (b)  Alternates  -
Belgium  Mr  G.  COGNE  Mr A.  THYRE 
Denmark  Mr. B.  NIELSEN  Mr  P.  CARLSEN 
Germany  Dr.  U.  ENGELEN-KEFER  Mr  FELDENGUTH 
France  Mrs  P.  HOFMAN  :Mr  LETRON 
Ireland  Mr P.  CARDIFF  Mr  D.  NEVIN 
Italy  Mr  L.  DELLA  CROCE  Mr  J.  STANZANI 
Luxembourg  :Mr  H.  DUNKEL  Mr  MEIS 
Netherlands  Mr  H.P.W.  SCHMITZ  Mr  J.,C.  LOOISE 
United Kingdom  Mr  K.  GRAHAM  ·  Mr  .P.  JACQUES 
III. Representatives of  employers'  organizations 
(a)  Members  (b)  Alternates 
Belgium  Mr  G.  OTTENBOURGS  Mr P.  ARETS 
Denmark  Mr A.  PETERSEN  Mr  S.P.  NIJGARDT 
Germany  Mr F .-J. KADOR  Mr  W  .D.  LINDNER 
France  Mr  C.  THOMAS  Mr J.  AMIS 
Ireland  Mr T.J.  MAHER  Mr  CUDDIEY 
Italy  Dr.  G.  LUNATI  Dr.  P.  SAVINI 
Luxembourg  Mr.  R.  KUGENER  l'l1r.  L.  JUNG 
Netherlands  Mr G.  JANSEN  Mr  E.G.  SUTORIUS 
United Kingdom  Mr N.H.  TAYLOR  Mr  D.  BELL 
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Lastly,  the  Council  adopted,  in the· official lan,Plages of the 
Communities,  the  Decision a..ppointing members  and  alte::nat'3S of the 
Advisory  Committee  on  Freedom  of Movement  for Workers,  for the  period 
17  March  1980  to  16  March  1982: 
Government  reEresentatives 
(a)  Members  (b)  Alternates 
Belgium  Mr  J.  DEQUAN  - Mr  J.  DENYS  Mr  M.  rAVERNIER 
Denmark  Mr  P.  LEN ZING  Mr  P.  KIRSTEIN  Mrs  K.  RUDFELD  .. 
Germany  Dr R.  MILLER  Dr  E.  STOVE  Dr  P.  FENDRICH 
France  Mr  H.  LARY  Mr  PADOVANI  Mr  :M.  RAMOND 
de  LATOUR 
Ireland  Mr  J .. R..  MAHER  Mr P.  HAYDEN  Mr  T.  WALSH 
Italy  Mr  G  ..  MIGLIUOLO  Pro;f.,  A.F.  Dr P.  COZZOLINO 
D1HARMANT 
Luxembourg  Mr  F.  EWEN  Mr  R.  SCHINTGEN  Mr  E.  QUARING 
Netherlands  Mr  W,. A.  RENARDEL  Mr  J.W.S.  PABON  Drs  H.K.  VOS 
.de  LAVALETTE 
United  Mr  G.C.  HEDGER  Mrs  V.J.  BAYLISS  II'Ir  G.R.  WILSON 
Kingdom 
~e~entatives of  Em~lozers' Organizations 
(a) Members  (b)  Alternates 
Belgium  Mr  p  ..  DENORRE  Mr  A.  THIEFFRY  Mr  F.  LARDOT 
Denmark  lYlr  C  .. J •  CLEMMEN SEN  Mr  P.E~ BORQUIST  Mrs  B.  JOHANSEN 
Ge:nnany  Dr  W  ..... D.  LINDJilER  Mr  R.  REICHLING  Mr  H.  GUNTHER 
.-
France  Mr  B.,  VRILLON  eoeeo•eoooos-o•••  Mr  P.  PARION 
Ireland  Mr  J .c.  FEGEN  Mr  L  .. F.  STEEN  Mr  G .F.  DEMPSEY 
Italy  Dr  E.  PALLADINI  Dr R.  SO RACE  Mr  G.  PUNZI 
Luxembourg  Mr  R.,  MULLER  Mr  M.  WAGNER  Mr  J.  PFEIFFEN-
SCHNEIDER 
Netherlands  Drs  JeA.P.  GREVERS  Drs.  J.  LEDER  Drs  N.A.  VAANDRAGER 
United  Hono  Paul  BRADBURY  Mr  W  .. H.,  TAYLOR  Mr  V.  CHAMPION 
Kingdom 
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III. Representatives of workers'  organizations 
(a)  Members  :b) Alternates 
Belgium  1VIr  X.  VERBOVEN  Mr  W.  CANINI  ~  J.C.  VANDER 
.MEEREN 
Denmark  Mr  Henry HANSEN  Mr  Hardy  HANSEN  Mr H.  JENSEN 
Germany  Mr  E.  DUDA  1VIr  E.  KASTLEI:"fER  :v!rs  A.  RENKEN 
France  Mr  M.  APOSTOLO  Mr  w.  GITLER  .Mr  A.  BEN  LEZAR 
Ireland  Mr  F.  KENNEDY  Mr  T.  HEERY  Mr w.  ATTLEY 
Italy  Mr w.  CERFEDA  Mr  G.  FABRETTI  Mr  G.  CAVAZZUTI 
Luxembourg  Mr  V.  DE  MATTEIS  Mr  l?.  FRERES  Mr  H.  DUNKEL 
Netherlands  Mr  C.N.M.  Mr  D.H.  GRASM:lli  .Mr  L.  CALLE 
COMMANDEUR  .  GARCIA 
United Kingdom  Ivir  F.  JARVIS  Mr  J.  MACGOUG.\N  ••••  0  ••  0  •••• 
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The  Governments  of  the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of  the ELITopean  Communities  were  represented as follows: 
~£!g!~= 
Mr  Henri  SIMONET 
Denmark:  -----
Mr  Niels ERSB¢LL 
fi£~~= 
Mr  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mr  Klaus  von DOHNAlTYI 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
France: 
Mr  :Pierre  BERNARD-REYM:OND 
Ireland:  ------. 
Mr  Brendan DILLON 
!!~l:_l: 
Mr  A  ttilio RUFFINI 
Mr  Giuseppe  Z.AJ'JIBERLETTI 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Federal Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Fecteral Foreign Office 
State Secretary, 
Fecteral Ministry  of Economic 
Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
Ambassador, 
Permanent Representative 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
\ 
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Netherlands; 
:r.lfr  .. D  .. F •.. van d.er  fiilli 
Iiir  KoH.  BEl'EN 
.Qgt~!:§:_.~~i~£:9:~~  ~ 
Lord  CARRINGTON 
mr  Cecil  PA..'RKINSON 
I:Ir Roy  JENKINS 
!::11.,  Fx'ctngois-Xa.vi er  ORTOJ_,r 
IHr  Wilhelm  Hli..FERK..41VIP 
Mr  Claude  CHEYSSON 
Viscount  Etienne  DAVIGNON 
0 
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Vic  e~-President of the  Government, 
r.1inister for Foreign Aff2.irs 
State S2cretary, 
Ministry of Fol"eign Affairs 
State S ccret8.ry-, 
Ministry of Economic  Affairs 
Secretary of  St:.-~_te  for  Foreign 
and  Commonwealth  Affairs 
fhnister of Str.de, 
DepRrtment  of Trade  and  Industry 
President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Member 
Member 
0 
0 
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NORTH-·SOUTH  DIALOGUE~  GLOBAL  NEGOTIATIONS 
The  Council held a  general  exchange  of views  following 
which it defined the  comn1on  positions  of the Comnunity  and  the 
Member  States for the lJreparatory stage of the global 
negotiations which is currently taking place in the United 
Nations  Col11.lnittee  of the Whole. 
The  Council  took this opportunity of stressing once again 
the political and  economj_c  importance it attached to the 
North-South Dialogue and  agreed to  follow  and regularly 
evaluate the progress  of the negotiations. 
RELATIONS  WITH  ISRAEL 
The  Council agreed  on  the position to  be adopted by the 
Co~nunity in the negotiations  entered into with Israel in 
implementation of the review  clause of the EEC-Israel Agreement. 
It instructed the  Perm~nent Representatives  Con~ittee to 
fine.lize the work in the light of today's  deliberations  by 
the Council. 
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YUGOSLAVIA 
The  Co1,mcil  nnd  the  Rq:Jrcsentati  ves  of the  l'ile:~1ber States 
GJ...l.Jressed  so.tisfaction at the  conclusion of the negotiation 
of a  Co--operation Agreencmt  c..:1ct  on ECSC  Agree:~.1ent  with 
Yugoslavia..  giving concrete  expression to the  deterL-~ination voic:ed. 
by both pal"'ties,  in their joint state!iient  lJade  i:-'1  Belgrade  on 
2  Decer:.'.bcr  1976,  to  strengthen their co-opero.tion.  They  decided 
to  sign the  o.greeBents.  Sieling is scheduled  to  tru(e  place 
on  2  April in Belgrade. 
The  Cou:ncil  also  authorized the  Col&Jission  to  open 
negotiations  vvi th Yugoslavia for the  conclusion of two  interh: 
agreenents  e11tailing  i~~lo=oTitation of the  trade provisions 
ond  the  Fil'l::Ulcio.l  Protocol to  the  Co-operation  AsTee~llent,  vvi thout 
waiting for the procedures  for  the  ratificntio1'i of the Agreenent 
to  be  COLT'Jleted  in the  differe:.1t  r.1enber  States  • 
Furtherm.ore  )'  the  C01.Ewil  o.gceed  to  the  ope::-.:.ins  of a 
CoL"Jnissioxl  clelego.tion in Belc,Tade. 
PREPl'Ll:[ATION  OF  THE  EUFLOPEAN  COUNCIL 
The  Cou:.Kil  prGp2.rGd  the next  YI'.eoting  of the  European 
Cou..11.cil,  to  be  held in Brussels  on  31  r:J:arch/1  April,  and  decided 
in partic;·L,_lo.r  on  the  subjects ·which night  be  din  cussed  o.t  thG 
European  Cou:1cil. 
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TRADE  RELATIONS  WITH  THE  UNITED  STATES 
The  Council  took  stock of  two  commercial  policy issues 
concerning trade with the United States,  namely imports  of 
man-made  textile fibres  and.  Commrmity  exports  of  steel. 
RELATIONS  WITH  THE  GULF  STATES 
The  Council  took stock of  this matter.  It agreed to 
continue  sotmclings  on  the  Com.mrmi ty'" initiative for the 
conclusion of  co-operation agreements  with the Gulf States 
and to  extend these  soundings  t~ include North Yemen • 
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IRON  AND  STEEL  PROBL:Cr:l§. 
The  Representatives of the  Governments  of the  Member 
States of the  ECSC  agreed to pay an  &nount  of 28  r~UA as  ru1 
additional  contribution to  the  ECSC  budget  for  1980  in order 
to  enable  the  Commission  to  finance  the  aj_d  intended for the 
conversion of undertakings in cor..nection with the  crisis plan 
for the  iron anrl  steel industry  (interest rebates  on non-ECSC 
loans  for conversion investments  intended to  create  jobs for 
ex-ECSC  workers)o 
The  Council noted that the  Commission  would  submit  a 
report  to  i.t  on  this subject for  September,  in the light of 
which  the Representatives of the  Governments  of the  Member 
States would  take  a  decision on  a  supplementary appropriation. 
The  Council  instructed the  Liaison  Committee  for Steel 
and  the  Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  continue 
examining  the matter of the possible  conclusion of arrangements 
with Brazil  and  South Africa. 
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The  Council adopted in the official languages  of  the 
Communities  the Directives 
- amending Directive 77/93/EEC  on  protective measures  against 
the introduction into  the Member  States of  organisms hannful 
to plants or plant products; 
-
amending  the Annexes  to Directive 77/93/EEC  on  protective 
measures  against the  introduction into the Member  States 
of organisms harmful  to plants or plant products. 
The  Council also adopted in the languages  of the Communities 
the Regulation laying dO\m  certain interim measures for the 
conservation and management  of fishery resources  off the west 
coast  of  Greenland applicable to vessels flying the flag of 
Canada or under charter to  companies registered in Canada. 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of  the 
Communities  the Regulation on  the  conclusion of Agreements 
in the form  of  exchanges  of letters modifying certain duty-free 
quotas  opene<1  by  the United Kingdom  in accordance with 
Protocol No  1  to  the free trade agreements  between the 
European Economic  Community  and the Republic  of Finland,  the 
Kingdom  of Norway  and  the Kingdom  of Sweden  respectively  • 
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The  Council  adopted in the official  l2~guagec of the 
Cornnunities  tYm  research  v.no.  training programmes  (1980-·1984) 
for the  Euro~Jean Ator::-!iC  Energy  Corm11UJ."li ty in the  fields  of 
biology - health proted;io:c'l  (radiation protection ;)rograrmne) 
ancl  the  mm1.agei:.1ent  and  storage of radioactive waste  for  the 
same  period. 
The  air,l  of the  ;£ad;h~!2:..?.~.-J2E.2:t~.S!2:£!LEE9.£~~}~,  an 
indirect action for  vvhich  the  UlJper limit of  ex·pendi ture  cor.~r:1i t-
nents has  been set at 59  I.:EUA,  in,  through  a  co·-operative 
European effort,  to  increase lmowledge  in radiation protection 
while  talcing into  account :pv.rticular problems  31ld  skills 
available in Europe"  It is designed to  i1:1prove  the understruJ.dins 
and  control  of the  ionizinc  l~o.diation risks  encou.11.tered,  with 
two  oain objectives: 
iDlJrove;;18nt  of scientifir::  ru::d.  technical knowleclge  with  a 
view to  t:!..:JC1ating  basic:  ste21dards  for the health protection 
of the  genero.l  public  c.nd  'i'lo:ckers  agc.inst  the  hazo.rds  ari:::inc; 
fro;~1 ionizing ro.di  a ti  or:.~ 
evaluation of the  bioloGico.l  and  ecological  consequences  of 
nuclear activities ond  of the use  of nuclear energy  a.nd. 
ionizing ro..diation1  in order to  ensure  o.dequate  protection 
of man  oncl  of the  enviro:-.c.:.ent  whenever unacce:?t::tble  ho.rrn 
could be  co.used.  to  the;:;1. 
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The  programme will cover six major areas:  radiation 
dosimetry and  its interpretationr  behaviour e.nd  control of 
radionuclides in the  environment;  short-term somatic  effects 
of ionizing radiation?  late somatic  effects  of ionizing 
radiation~  genetic  effects  of ionizing radiation;  evaluation 
of radiation hazards. 
The activities will be carried out mainly under research 
contracts  and partly by  the  Corrnn.issionls  Biology Group  set up 
at the  Ispra  establishment. 
The  aim  of the  EE~B""£§?.~}!§  __ f2E-~h.~-!!!~:g§:&§!I.!~!li!_gg1_!!!~2E§!gf 
2f._E~S!~.C::9:£~2:Y~-~~~~~'  for which the  upper  limit  of financial 
commitments  has  been set at 43  NIEUA,  is to further the  joint 
development  and perfecting of a  system of management  of the 
radioactive waste  produced  by the nuclear industry and to 
ensure,  at the various  stages,  the best possible protection 
of the public  and  the  environment. 
The  programme will cover wo"rk  to  solve certain 
technological problems  involved in the processing,  storage 
and  disposal of radioactive waste. 
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As  regards  processing: 
iE1Elobilizo..tion  of lovv  m1.cl  L'.ecliurc:--activi ty waste;  e.evelopT~1ent 
of processes  and  OlJeration  of pilot installat:i.ons; 
condi  tionin.:; of highn·o..c-Gi vi  ty  waste~  fuel  claddings  3lld 
residues  frou dissolversi 
processing of r.1ediuo-acti  vi  ty liquid waste; 
processing of waste  conto.111inated  by  alpha  e:ni tters; 
ex&':linatio:c1  &"'ld  evaluation of high-activity solidified waste~ 
im;·.1obilizo.tio~1 end  storo..ge  of gaseous  vmste. 
As  rego..rds  storage  m1.d  disposal~ 
burial  of 2.ovv-·acti vi  ty solid waste  at shallow  de~;th; 
stor2oge  22.1cl  cl.isposal  in geoloc;ico.l  for::K·,tions .. 
The  :procrox_rr_;e  also  covers  vmrk  to  define  the  ge:.1erccl 
frG.r:.1ework  for  the rro  j ects relo..ting to  the  storo.ge  2.l1d  dispos2~ 
of radioactive  waste~ 
evaluation of processes,  cri  teri8. for the  law.~.ching of 
experiments  O.:l.d  strategies for waste  managenent: 
studies  of the  leg8l,  ctclE~inistrati  ve  and  fino.nci2.l  2.spects 
of waste  ;c_:a:c1ae;enon t. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council also  adOTJtod  in the  official languages  of 
the  Cormnuni ties the  Decisi_on adopting a  Sf;cond  research 
prograrnmc  in the field  of mr-.::dical  and  public health research, 
consisting of four multio..rmual  concerted  projects~ 
- detection of the tendency to  thrombosis 
- understanding,  evalu  ..  l.-tion and  treatment  of 
hearing impairment 
criteria for perinatal monitoring 
- common  stcmdards  for  qw.nti  ta  ti  vc  electro~ 
cardiography 
(!~--year project) 
(3-year project) 
(4~year project) 
(4-year project) 
The  lJroj ects  consist in co-ordillc'1tion at conm1.mi ty level 
of the research which  for:ns  :;_Jart  of the research programmes 
of the  ~~el:1ber  States. 
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The  Governments  of the  Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
Belgium: 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
Mr  Poul DALSAGER 
Germany: 
l'f..r  J ospeh ERTL 
~~ Hans-JUrgen  ROHR 
France: 
Mr Pierre  MEI~INGERIE 
~r Jacques  FOUCHIER 
Ireland: 
Illr  Ray  1\'IacSHARRY 
I tall: 
Mr  Giovanni  1\~RCORA 
Mr  Ferruccio PISONI 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
Small  Firms  and  Traders 
Minister for Agriculture 
Federal Minister of Food, 
Agriculture  and Forestry 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry for Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forestry 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
and Forestry 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture  and 
Forestry 
...  ; ... 
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Netherlands: 
JF.r  Gerri  t  BRAKS 
gni  !.~£._!Sing££!!!: 
Mr  Peter  'ii!ALKER 
rifr  Alick  BUCHANAN~-SMITH 
Commission: 
r~ Fin_n  Olav  GUNDELACH 
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E~inister for Agriculture, 
Viticulture,  Inla.'1d  Waterways 
and  Forestry 
1Unister for Agriculture 
riTini st  er for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
r.Qinister  of State, 
rllinistry  of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
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AGRICULTURAL  PRICES  FOR  1980_1_1381  .AND  RELATED  l\ill  ..  ?~'3D_RES 
The  Council held a  very detailed discussion on  the 
Commission  proposals  on  the  fixing of agricultural prices 
:for  1980/1981  and  related measures  and  the  proposals on 
changes  in the  co~~on agriculJcural  policy to help balance 
the markets  and  streamline  expenc1i ture.  During this 
discussion it took note  of the recent Resolution of the 
European Parliament  on  this topic. 
These  discussions  enabled certain basic questions 
in these  areas  to  be  pinpointed - in particular the level 
of possible  price increases and  the  treatment of surplus 
products  - Yvi th a  view  to  identifying the  components  of an 
overall  co~promise. 
Pending  the meeting at which this decision will be 
taken,  the  Council  agreed  to  extend by  one  month  the  current 
raarketing year for milk products  (until  30  L.pril)  ru1C:.  beef 
and veal  (until  4 May).  The  gra.D.ting  of aid for  dehydrated 
fodder is also  extended until 30  April  and  Italy will 
continue  to  be  able  to  reduce  the  import  levy on  certain 
cereals until  1  August  1980. 
The  :.rember  States agreed that they would  ho..ve  recourse 
to  the  option  p:..~ovided for in .A.rticle  2a of Regulation 974/71 
after 31  Mccrch  1980  by  extending the  mutual  arrangements 
regarding  payment  of monetary  compensatory amounts  by 
exporting countries with strong currencies. 
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The  Council  also  Ar;reed  to  ·i~he  ir.:rnlementation  of  the 
devaluation in the  green rate  of the  French franc  decided unon 
when  agricultural 'Jri  ce s  were  fixe  o.  in 19 79..  The  new 
renresent2.tive  rate for the  11green11  franc  (=  0.173343  ECU) 
( apnlied  2.s  from  1  October  197S  for the  1Jigmeat  sector)  will 
be  a1Jplicable  as  from 
- 1  April  1980  for the  milk  and milk products  and  for beef 
and  veal 
1  Jul;y 1980  for the  isoglucose  sector 
- 1  August  1980  for ep;{!s,  poul  tr~I,  ovalbumin  and lactalbumin 
16  December  1980  in the  wine  sectori  however,  other dates 
may  be  laid dovm  for distillat:Lon operations 
1  Ja11uar;~r 1981  for fishery yroducts 
the  beginning  of the  1980/1981  ;:narketing year for the  other 
uroducts for which there  is  a  marketing  year 
- tm.e  bep,iJ:~..ning  of  the  1980/1981  milk year in all other cases. 
The  Council  agreed to discuss all questions relating to 
apricultu.ral nrices  (including structures policies)  and  changes 
in the  comrnon  a.r::ricul  tura~ Dolicy at its next  neeting on 
agricultural questions to  be  held in Brussels  on  21/22  and 
23  A-r:lril. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  STATEMENTS 
The  Council  took note  of the  delegations'  statements 
and  of the  Commission's replies with regard to: 
- competition in the horticultural sector; 
private  storage  of butter; 
the  situation of the market  in apples. 
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UISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Cowr:mnities  the Decisions: 
amending the fifth Decision  (76/538/ZEC)  on  the  equivalence 
of field inspections carried out in third countries  on 
seed-producing  crops~ 
runending the fifth Decision  (76/539/EE~ on  the  equivalence 
of  seed produced in third countries, 
and  the Decision runending Decision 79/277/EEC  as  regards  ru1imal 
health concli tions governing the  ii:nport  of oasneter muscles 
frm:1  Argentina,  Brazil,  Urugu2..y  and Paraguay. 
The  Council  also  adopted in the  official lan6uages  of 
the  ComEtuni ties the Directive  aEiending Directive  72/159/EEC 
on  the moderaization of far;rrs. 
The  Coilllcil  adopted in the official la..11guages  of the 
Comnunities  the  Decision concerning fishing in waters illlder 
the  sovereignty or  jurisdiction of li1ember  States,  taken on 
a  te~porary basis  pending the  adoption of perwanent  Co~IDM~ity 
neasures.  The  effect  of this Decision is to extend until 
30  Jillle  1980  the  main provisions of the  interim Decision of 
3  December  1979  (see Press release  11209/79  (Presse  153)  of 
that  d2-te). 
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The  Council  also  adoptee in the official  lru~guages of 
the  CoE~~~ities the Regulation concerning,  for certain fish 
stocks occurring in the  Connu:n.i ty fishing zone,  the  fixing 
for  1980  of the total allowable  catches,  the  share  available 
for the  Cor11:runity  and the neans  of r..1aking  the  catches,  and  the 
Regulation laying dovm  detailed rules for the  recording and 
transnission of inforaation concerning catches  take:n  by 
vessels of the  Me;-Jber  States. 
On  the  saLle  occasion the  Cm.mcil  adopted in the official 
languages  of the  Coununities the  Regulation laying down 
certain interin 1:.1easures  for the  conservation and l1la.nagenent 
of fishery resoLITces  applicable to vessels registereu in the 
Faroe Islands. 
Relations with the  EFTA  co1 .  .mtries 
_........_ ____ ,...,__________  _  ___  ..._... __ _ 
The  Com1.cil  adopted in the official languac-;es  of  the 
Com;Junities  the  Regulations: 
-.amending Regulations  (EEC)  Nos  3081/78~  3082/78  o...~d  3083/78 
opening,  allocating and providing for  the  administration 
of  Corn~unity tariff quotas for certain wines falling within 
subheadins ex  22.05  C  of the  Corili-non  Custm:1s  Tariff, 
originating in Portugal  (1979/1980)~ 
concerninG the  conclusion of the  Agreement in the forn of 
an  exchange  of letters anenc1ing the  Agreement  between the 
Europe 3.n  Econo;Jic  Cor.11m.mi ty and the  Republic  of Iceland for 
the  purpose  of adjusting certain tariff specifications • 
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The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation laying down  the  autonomous 
arrangements  applicable to  Cyprus  until 31  Harch  1980 
and the Regulation concluding the Transitional Protocol 
with Cyprus  for the  period from  1 April  1980  to 
31  Decmeber  1980. 
Relations with the  OCT  - __  .....,.. 
The  Council took due  note of the Conrrnission  report  on 
the onnagement  of financial and technical co-operation 
in 1976,  1977  and  1978,  pursuant to Decision 76/568/EEC 
on the association of the overseas  countries and territories. 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  the 
Decision opening a  quota for imports  into Italy of tractor 
engiries  falling within heading ex  84.06 of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff and  originating in Rooanin  •. 
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Fiscal matters  ;;...;;;.;;;.,;;..;;;,;,;;;_:_  .. _  ........ .....,._ 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the  11th Directive on the harmonization of the 
laws  of the Member  States relating to turnover taxes 
(exclusion of the  French overseas  departments  from  the 
scope  of Direc1ive  77/388/EEC)  and the Directive authorizing 
the  French Republic not to  apply Directives 72/464/EEC  and 
79/32/EEC  (manufactured tobacco)  in the  French overseas 
departnronts. 
Other  decisions 
~  ..............  QII  ... 
The  Council  ad.opt._ed  in the official languages  of the 
Cornmuni ties: 
the  Decision supplementing the Directives  adopted  in the 
Decisions  of  15  October  1975  and  20  February  1978  for the 
negotiation of an Agreement  with Austria,  Spain,  Finland, 
Greece,  Norway,  Portugal,  Sweden,  Switzerland,, Turkey 
and Yugoslavia on the rules applicable to the  international 
carriage of passengers  by  coach and bus; 
the Directive  dero%ating in favour  of the  French Republic 
from  Directive  73/403/EEC  on the  synchronization of 
general population censuses; 
the Decision concerning  chlorofluourocarbons  in the 
envirorunent,  the J;Jrinciple  of which  vvas  approved  on 
17  December  1979  (see Presse release  11656779  (Presse 
of that  date)., 
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Nominati:)ns  -----·--
Le  ':!onseil  a  n;r:une,  sur prc.posi  tion du  gouverner,Jent  frangais, 
ra.  Jean-2aul  MI.NGAS30N,  Conseiller Financier a la Representation 
Permanen te  de  la France  aupres  des  Comr.1unautes  Europ€e1mes,  comr.1e 
membre  tLtulaire du  Comite  du  Fonds  social  europeen,  en  remplacement 
de  M.  He~u-i  CHAVRANSKI,  membre  ti  tulaire  dE'r.1issionnaire,  pour la 
dur€e  re·-;tant a courir du  mandat  de  celui-ci,  so it  jusqu;  au 
16  avriJ  1980. 
Le  Gonseil  a  egalement  arrete,  d8.ns  les langues  de:3 
Commu..'1.autes,  la decision portant nomination des  me;-:1brcs 
titulair~s et  suppleants  du  Comite  consultutif pour la formation 
des  prat1ciens- de  l'artdentaire  (1980-1983)  : 
A.  Ex12erts  en exercice  de  la 12rofession de  praticien de  l'art 
dentaire 
Membre  Supple  ant 
Belgique  M.  Ghrist  ian  CAUCHIE  M.  Roland  BULL ENS 
All  elimgne  M.  Werner  ffiGERS  M.  Heribert  POHL 
Danemc:rk  M.  ~ent MICHAElSEN  Mm.c  Ilse SCHWTER 
France  M.  HenE  BECK  III.  Jean  JARDINE 
Irland~  M.  D.  HARIUS  M.  P.  BARRETT 
Italie  M.  Luigi  GALLINARI  1\l.  Vincenzo  NATALINI 
Luxembourg  Iii.  Jean KRAF1'  M.  Robert  PHILIPPART 
Pays-Bas  M.  u.  CASTELEIN  M.  R. J.  BIJLSTfui. 
Royawne-Uni  M.  G. L.  DALEY  _t.T  ..  H. B.  ALLEN 
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JJ.  Exuurts  des  etablisso:'lcmts  uni  vorsi  t2.iros 
~"---·-·------------------- dcnte.L:e; 
1.'iombrc  ~~}}'  :1 JJ ant  --·-
Belgique  m.  Michel  BOSSUYT  I.1.  Jacques  KOHL 
Allomagne  ri.  Ac1olf  IClONCKE  H.  'Norne; r  HAHN 
Dan  om ark  M.  E.E.  HAI'IS:SN  L1G  Stem  B.  JZl'TSBN 
FrancG 
7.-T  FJ.ANCK  E.  PEHNE  .I.'  . .L. 
Irlando  F  .....  R.B.  DOCKP.BLL  M.  B.E.  BARBSTT 
ItaliJ  I~i o  Antonio  BARATIERI  m.  Piorluigi I.lASI 
Luxcinbourg  iii.  Pierre  SCHAiFNER  III.  Jos.  SCHWICKERATH 
Pays-Bas  ~J.  H.;:V,  DIPPEL  r~1.  A.J.J.  BAST 
Roya·!.llllG·-Uni  r~1.  J.  :a  .•  MOO:TI:  l:~.  3.D.  FARli'lER  .. 
C.  E::snorts _de~n.utori  tes. compet:mtos  do  1  ~~tat mombro 
Hombre  ~lea.nt 
Bolgiquc:  I:!I.  Folix  EEHETS  Mrno  'Yvonne  :::tmaBOUTS 
Allome.gno 
Danoma.rk 
Mrno M.:;.rileno  SCHLEICHER  III.  Georg  SCHOL~ 
M.  Erik Randers  HANSEN  I/Irno  Jotto  :c:IEHSING 
France  I.~.  VINCENT 
Irlando  ll'i.  V .B.  r!IORRIS 
Italio  r.I.  Gianni  CITTAil1~LLA 
Luxombou::.'G  rr..  l';1athiaa  SC:HROE:DER 
Pays-:rle.s  H.  N.J.  DERSJ.i\.NT 
Roye.umc.:--Uni  ?.T.  F .E.  HOPP'm 
r;I.  Pierro  CHOISS:SLET 
H.  D.  0:  riiULLANE 
T:Imu  Agata  I.Iili:.CI-IE~P'ri 
M.  Joseph  LIERSCH 
LI.  K.  KlW'illNBURG 
~t1.  D.  HINDLEY--::::I:II TH - VII  -
27.III.80 
The  Council also  adopted in the  official languages  of 
the  Communities, 
~ the Regulations 
=  laying dovv.n  certain me~sures for the  conservation and 
m211agement  of fishery  resources  applice.ble  for the 
period until 30  June  1980  to vessels flying the flag 
of Eonvay;  · 
= on the  common  e.rrangements applicable  to  imports of 
certain jute products originating in India; 
the  Decision authorizing the  extension or tacit renewal  of 
certain trade  agreements  concluded by Member  States with 
third cmmtrie  s. 
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'(he  Governments  of  -:.he  r.Iember  Sta+.es  and .the  Commission 
of  the  European  Co~muni-~ies were  represented as  follows· 
fJr  Gaston  GEENS  r-hni ste  r  fo1·  Finance 
Denmark: 
fir  Ivar ,N,0'RGAATID  Hinis+er for Economic  Affairs 
Germanv:  ------\o-
r.'Ir  Gisber-~  POENSGEN  Ambassador, 
Permanen·:~  Represen+a~-;_  ve 
France:. 
r.'Ir  Ren{:  210NORY  rTinis·:·er  for Economic  Affairs 
Irel3.nd 
t'Ir  f:Tichael  0'  KENNEDY  Minister for  Finance 
~.lfr  Filippo  PANDOJJFI  rlinister for  the  Treas'.'rv 
6504  e/80  (Presse  L!-9)  non/SmS/hb r.:Tr  Jacques  SAJ:~TER 
mr  Ernest  r.IJDHLEN 
:l'Tetherland.s:  ----------
r.~r  J/ H.  LUBBERS 
United Kin,g;dom:  ---------------
Sir Geoffrey  HOVVE 
Commission:  ----------
Mr  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
r.1r  Christopher  TUGEI:-TDHAT 
- 3 -
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l\hnister for Finance 
St8.te  Secretary,  Ministry 
of Finance 
Arnbassa0or, 
Permanent  Representative 
Chancellor of  the  ~xchequer 
Vice-President 
Member 
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The  Council made  preparations  for  the next meetin.z of 
the  Interim  Corruni ttee of  the  International !,Tonetary  Fund 
to  be  held in Hamburg  on  25  April. 
In this  connection,  the  Council heard an introductory 
statement by  Mr  Haberer,  Chairman  of  the  monetary  Committee, 
on  the  work  done  by  the  Committee  and  in particular its opinion 
on  the  substitution account,  one·of the  main topics  currently 
occupying the  Interim Committee. 
Finally,  the Council  approved  the  text  o:C  the  stq,  te'T!ent .. 
which  the  President is to  make  on behalf of the  Community  "'.t 
the  meeting on  25  April. 
PREP~RATIOV OF  THE  EUROF~~!  COL~CIL 
The  Council  prepared the  :<;round  for  rle1i bera  tions at 
the  forthcoming session of the  European  Council  in Luxembour.g;-
on  27  and  28  April  on the  iteft!.  "Converp.;eilce  and  budq;etary 
q_uestions",  paying particular attention to  the  fi,~res quote<J. 
in coiLTlection  vvi th the  problems  invol  vecJ  qnd  the  methoo.s 
to  be  used in analysin:<;  them. 
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EXPORT  CREDITS 
The  Council  exarr.i:::J.ed  the  position to  be  adopted  by  the 
Community  as  regards  the  adjustments  to  the  existing 
OEGD  Arrangement  on guidelines for officially supported 
'  export  credits. 
The  Council agreed to the  p~inciple that  a  certain 
selective increase in the minir:nrn  interest rates fixed in 
the  Arrangement  was  desirable  and  instructed the  Permanent 
Representatives  Committee  to  finalize the  Community  position 
in order that the  Community  might  play  a  useful  part in the 
forthcoming meeting of the  parties to  the  Arrangement,  to  open 
in Paris  on 12  may  1980. 
SECOND  TRANCHE  OF  BORR~"~~NINGS  Ul\TJ!FR  THE  NBN  C01)}1Wi:!ITY 
-··...--~---··---·-.----.. -----·----· 
INSTRmr~:NT_(  l'~Q1.2_ 
The  COUllCJ.l  examirced  the  Col'amission proposal to authorize 
a  second  traD.che  of NCI  borrovvL1,;s  for an amov.nt  of  500  ~.iEUA 
(balance  of the  total borrowings  authorizeu under the  basic 
decision establishing the  NCI)  and extend the  scope  of the 
loan provided for in the  Decision covering the first NCI 
tranche,  by  expanding the  concept  of infrastructure  to  include 
factories built in anticipation of need  and  housing). 
In this  conne  r~tion,  the  Council noted that the  Comn~i33ion 
had  recently submitted its first  annual  report  on  the  expenditure 
and  revenue  operations  resulting from  the  contracting of loans. 
The  Council  instructeu the  Pennanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  continue its discussions  0:::1  the matter so  that 
a  Council  decision mi::;ht  be  forthcoming at  a  forthcoming 
meeting. 
6504  e/80  (Prcsse  49)  non/SiilS/ls 
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OTHER  DECISIONS 
FooCI.  aid. 
The  Council  adopted  the  instruments  necessa~J for 
implementinz the  Community's  contribution to  the  UNRNA's 
programme  for Palestine  refue;ees,  one  of which was  the 
Decision concerning the  conclusion of the  Convention between 
the  European  Economic  Community  and  the  United Nations  Relief 
and Works  Agency  for ?alestine Refugees  (1.mRWA)  concerning 
aid to refugees  in the  countries  of the  Near East for 1979 
and  1  JSO. 
This  Convention,  which is  a  follow-··on  to  the  Community's 
programmes  of aid to  Palestine  refilgees  for 72/74  and  75/78, 
provides  for the  supply in kind and  in cash to  UNRWA  for 
t~J years,  of contributions  to  be  used  in the Basic  Rations 
Programme  and  the  Supplementary Feeding Programme. 
Basic  Rations  Programme 
- 27,593  tonnes  of wheat  flour  (equi-valent  to  36,700  tonnes 
of  cereals) , 
3,200  tonnes  of butteroil, 
6,000  tonnes  of sugar; 
6504  e/80  (Presse  49)  ico/RGP/ls  •  1.} ./  ••• - II -
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l98Q 
- 27,593  to11-11es  of  wheat  flour  (equivalent  to 
36,700 tonnes  of cereals), 
3,735  tonnes  of butteroil, 
650  tonnes  of skimmed  mil]{  nowder  .  .  , 
6,000  to11-11es  of swsar. 
The  Community  will be  responsible for transport  of  the 
products  up  to  the  ports of unloading and  will  pay  UNR'NA  the 
sum  of  35  US  dollars per tonne  of  each product  delivered,  as 
a  contribution to  costs  of  inland transport  and  distribution 
during  1979  and  1980. 
- 2,150  tonnes 
2,860  tonnes 
tonnes 
Supplementary  Feedin:<:;  Pro.r:>;rarn.:ne 
(for each of  the  2  yeR.rs  1979/1980) 
of v,;heg,t  flour  (equivqlent  to 
of cereals), 
of rice  (equivalent  to  440  tonnes  of  152 
700 
900 
tonnes  of skimmed  milk  powc1er  for  1979  -=>nd 
tonnes  of  skimmed  milk powder for  1980, 
86  tonnes  of  sugar, 
165  tonnes  of butteroil. 
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The  Communi t~r  will  be  responsible  for transport  of  the 
products up  to  ports  o:f  unloading.  It will also pay to 
UNRWA  for  each year of  this Convention  the  sum  of 
3,266,000  US  dollars for  1979 and  3,600,000  US  dollars for 
1980 as  a  contribution to  the  costs  of operating the 
Supplementary  Feeding Programme,  inter alia fur the  p-urchase 
of prod1Jcts  which will be  used in connection with this 
programme. 
In response  to  the  appeal  made  by  the  Permanent 
Inter-State  Committee  for :Drought  Control in the  Sahel  (ICDCS'I 
to  deal  with  ·!-;he  effects of the  drought  which  again in  1979 
affected  the  Sahel  countries,  the  Council  approved  an 
emer,o;ency  aid measnre  in the  form  of cereals,.  involving the 
:followinr:; quanti  ties·: 
- Cape  Verde  3,000 
-l·  o!'  cereals  (CIF) 
Gambia  2;600 
.1- of cereals  (CIFI 
- fi:h1.1ri tania  -1-:.000  t  of cereals  (CI~'I 
- Sene,g:al  6~000  +.  of cereals  (CIF) 
Chad  2~000  '""  of cereals  (free  a·L  L• 
------ destinat;ion1 
'Co tal  17' 6>00  +; 
I~~  was  agreed  tha··~  provision  co~.:lrl  be  mar:1e  for :f'1r+her 
meas'lres  vThen  ·:;he  1980  pro(':ramme  came  !~o  be  crawn '·'P • 
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Emergency  aid to  Somalia  ________  ....., _____________  .. __ _ 
The  Co,)_ncil  agreed  -::io  an  emergenc·y  aid.  meas:}re  involvin,~ 
a  f''.tan·~i  t~.r  of  10l 000  ·i~onnes  of cereals  +:o  be  r1elivere0  ~~o 
Somalia for distribution in camps  for  ref:1gees  from  E-l.:hiopia. 
curren·tl;r  said to m,mber  more  -r:han  1. 000,000  incb,('J.ing  abo':+ 
450,000  in camps. 
'rhe  Co~mcil adop1:ied.  in.  -!.:he  official J.ang:1ages  of the 
Comm,J.ni ties the  Decision amendinp, Decision 80/158/EEC  as  rerrarCis 
the  q_t~ota for  imports  into  the  Federal  Rep')blic  of  German~r of 
panels  of reconsti tutei wood  fallin,q:  \".'i +:hin  heac!ing  ex  4-tl. 18  of 
the  Common  Customs  'J:'ariff,  originating in Romania. 
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The  Governments  of the  ~-~ember States  and the  Corrnnission 
of the  European  Communities  were represented as  follows: 
Belgium: 
~'ir  Albert  LA  VENS 
Denmark: 
Mr  Pcul DALSAGER 
Germany: 
Mr  Joseph  ERTL 
r;1r  I-Ians-JUrgen  ROHR 
France: 
L:ir  Pierre LrEH.\IGNERIE 
Hr  Jacques  POUCHIER 
Ireland: 
I\lr  Ray  I.lac SHA.RRY 
Italy: 
n~r Giovanni  I:l.\RCORA 
I1~r  Ferruccio PISONI 
l':!r  Fabio  FABBRI 
I·iinister for Agriculture and 
SmaLl Firms  and Traders 
I\'linister for Agriculture 
Federal rUnister for Food, 
Agriculture and Forestry 
State Secretary, 
Federal  ~.1inistr; for Food, 
Agriculture  and Forestry 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
Ilinistr~r of Agriculture 
minister for Agriculture 
!:linister for Agriculture 
and Forestry 
State SecretarJ, 
ranis  try of Agriculture and 
Forestry 
Under State Secretary, 
Hinistry of Agriculture 
6505  e/80  (Presse  50)  che/Im/:?q  ...  ; ... Luxembourg: 
t:r Camille  NEY 
Netherlands: 
Er Gerri  t  BR..:'.KS 
United J5ingdom: 
Nlr  Peter WALICER 
Ur  Alicl~  BUCHJ~NAN·-SE:ITH 
Commission: 
I1r  Finn Olav  GUriDZLL\CH 
0 
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Einister for Agriculture, 
Viticulturell  Inland \'laterwB.ys 
and Forestry 
Einister for Agriculture 
Hinister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Ninister of State, 
tiinist~r of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice--President 
0 
0 
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AGRICUL'rURAL  PRICES  FOR  1980/1 981·  ANTI  RELATED  I;!!EASUREq  . 
The  outcome  of the Council's discussions  on the  Commission 
proposals  c.oncerning the  fixing of aericul  tural prices for 
1980/1981  and related measures  and  the  proposals relating to 
changes  in the  common  agricultural policy to help balance  the 
markets  and  streamline  expenditure was  as  follows: 
1.  The  general  principle's  on  which  a  settlement must  be 
based are  as  follows:  / 
(1)  In order that the  common  agricultural policy can play 
its full role in the  Community,  it is essential to 
recreate  a  climate of confidence  and stability in the 
policy.  In this way  Community  farmers  must  be 
reassured about  the continuity and  permanence  of the 
policy~  It is in this context that the  decisions  on 
prices must  be  seen. 
(2)  If confidence  and stability are to  be  restored,  it is 
also  important  that certain disciplines must  be 
accepted in order to re-establish a  m~rket balance 
where  imbalances  now  threaten the  common  :policy through 
their financial  consequences. 
2.  The necessary preconditions,  therefore,  of any 
settlement are that  confidence should be  re··established  .  . 
and maintained in the  comnon  policy~ that  for this purpose 
there must  be  some  increases in pricesp  that measures 
are  taken to start the  restoration of a  better balance 
in certain markets,  in particular for  milk~  cilld  that the 
bud-:;et  constraints are respected. 
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3,  The  decisions  on prices must  take  account  of producersQ 
incomes,  the  market  balcmces  and  the  relationPhip between 
support prices  for  dif:~erent products.  It follows  that the 
price decisions  must  be  modulated by product.  It should 
e,lso  be  recalled that structural policy  (on which  the 
Commission has  made  a  series  of proposals) is  8,lso  an 
essential  element in the maintenance  and  f8.ir distribution 
of incomes.,  There  was  e.  large majority in :fcwour  of a 
higher level of price increases  than proposed by the 
C  ommi s si  on,. 
4.  The  most  essential factor for market  be.lences is th2.t 
for milk there  should be  both  a  disincentive  for increases 
in milk production above  the  level  for a  reference  period 
and sufficient  funds  to finance  the  extra cost  of disposal 
without putting an  extra.  charge  on  the budget.  There  is a 
consensus  that under these  conditions  of surplus production 
the disposal  cost  of any additional milk delivered to dairies 
by comparison with the  reference period  (Corrnnission 
assessment:  515  MEUA  on base  1979  - 1%;  susgestion of 
certain delegations:  346  MEUA  on  base  1979)  should  be  the 
responsibility of producers  ·themselves,  which  should be 
implemented by  a  linear levy,  at 1east at  the  level  of the 
1979  decision,  plus  an  additional  element.  There  are still 
certain differences  of view  over the  form  and  the  arrangenents 
for applying the  additional  element. 
6505  e/80  (Presse  50)  thy/DJM/pe  ••• /.  c;. - 6  -
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Some  delegations  mac"\.e  their agreement  to  the 
principle of the  producers~ responsibility subject to 
the  condition that the burden of marketing additional 
~uantities should be  covered by  an additional levy on 
p·roducts  that are  placed. in intervention.  Other 
~elegations made  their agreement  conditional  on  the 
~pplication of a  progressivity element. 
5.  The  Commission  emphasized that its proposal was 
intended  to  supplement  the  Council~s decision of  1979 
\ 
on  the  increase of the basic rate  to  1.5~. 
6.  Action on the budget  cost is clearly important in 
other sectors. 
7.  The  budgetary situation of the  Community  is also 
a  fundamental  factor in the  decisions  to  be  takeno 
T!:'\e  Council  referred in this connection to  the  conclusions 
reached  at the  Council meeting on  economic  and financial 
q_uestions  on  11  February  1980  (1)., 
0 
0  0 
Pending  the  forthcoming meeting  on agricultural 
questions  due  to  start on  6  ~;Iay  1980  in Luxembourg,  where 
the Ministers  for Agriculture will  conduct  their discussions 
in the light of the  conclusiuos  of the European  Council, 
the  Council  agreed  to  extend by  ono  month  the  current 
marketing year for milk products  ( i,. e.  until  31  r\Iay)  and 
for beef and veal  {ive. until  1  June).  The  grant of aid 
for  dried fodder has  also  extended until  31  May  and  the 
basic and withdrawal prices  for cauliflowers were  fixed 
for May  1980. 
( 1) ·see  pr-ess  release No  ~-897/80  (Pre  sse  14)  of  11. 2. 1980 
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IMPACT  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  MONETLRY  SYSTEM  ON  TRE  CAPITAL 
At  the  close of a  discussion focusing  on  :prol)lems 
relating to  the  implications of the monetary  compensatory 
amounts  for a.gricul tural trac1e  within the  Community,·· the 
Council  agreed to  extend the  tel~ of validity of the 
Regulation on the  application of the  ECU  in the  capital 
until 30  June  1980,  while  aligning the  franchise  for the 
variable positive MCAs  on  that applying to  the fixed 
positive MCAs  (i  .• eo  1  point). 
SHEEPMEAT 
During  a  brief discussion  the  Council  took stock of 
progress in work  on the  common  organization of the market  in 
sheepmeat. 
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GUARAN·rEED  PRICE  FOR  ACP  SUGAR 
The  Council  formally  adopted the  decision authorizing 
the  Commission  to start the  negotiations with the  ACP  States 
which are  referred to in Protocol  No  3  annexed  to  the 
ACP-EEC  Lome  Convention,  and with the  Republic  of  India, 
on  the  guaranteed prices applicable  to sugar  cane  during the 
1980-1981  delivery period. 
STATE:rctTENTS 
The  Council  took note  of  the  following statements, 
accompanied where  appropriate  by the  Commission's  replies 
and  comments  by various  delegations,  on 
the  situation on  the  pigmeat  market  (German  delegation) 
the  problem  of  exports  of Emmenthal  cheese  to third 
b6tintries  (German  delegation) 
the  problem of the  grubbing up  of vines in the 
Gers  Department  (French delegation) 
trends  on  the  market  in common  wheat  (French delegation). 
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The  Governments  of the  n~mber States and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows~ 
IIIr  Gaston  GEENS 
Denmark~  -----
I!Ir  Kj eld  OLESEN 
~~ Niels ERSB¢LL 
Ger!E~~~ 
1\'Ir  Hans-Die·crich  GENSCHER 
mr  Klaus von  DOHNANYI 
France~ 
Mr Jean  FRANCOIS-PONCET 
!•IT  Pierre  BERI'l"ARD-REYMOND 
r,rr  Brian  LENIHAN 
I1~l~~ 
It~ Emilio  COL01IBO 
li1r  Giuseppe  Z.AlV:iBERLETTI 
i.linister for Finance 
Ilinister for Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretary, 
Hinistry of Foreign Affairs 
Federal 1linister for Forei@l 
Affairs 
1/iinister of State, 
Federal  Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs 
1>lini ster for Foreign Affiars 
St~te Secretary, 
Thunistry of Foreign Affairs 
Efinister for Foreign Affairs 
Llinister for  Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
:Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
6506  e/80  (Pre sse  51)  ard/Sl:IS/hb  I 
•••/•o• :,!r  Gaston  THORN.  · 
Netherlands:  ---------
r.Ir  C. A.  Van  der KLAA.U'7 
rJr  D. F.  van  der  T~I 
Lord  C  A..RRINGTON 
Commission: 
Hr  Roy  JErHCINS 
Mr  Francais-Xavier ORTOLI 
I.Ir  Lo:::-enzo  NA~ALI 
mr Clauc.e  cr-r.:;yssoN 
Vicomte  Etielme  DAVIGNO!'~ 
];Tr  ChsistophAr  TUGBNDHA.T 
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Deputy President of  the  Gover:~:ment 
:Minister for Forei,q;n  A.ffairs 
0 
'Minister for Forei:D,;U  Affairs 
State Secretar-.r  ~.1inistry of 
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ACCESSION  OF  ZIMBABWE  TO  THE  LOME  CONVENTION 
The  Council agreed that,  at the meeting of the  ACP-EEC 
Council  of Ministers  on  8  and  9  May  in Nairobi,  it would give 
the  Community's  agreement  of principle to the accession of 
Zimbabwe  to  the  Lome  Convention as  requested by that  country. 
The  details of accession will be  negotiated with  Zimbabwe 
after the  ACP-EEC  Council  of Ministers  has  given its approval. 
NEGOTIATIONS  FOR  THE  ACCESSION  OF  SPAIN 
The  Council  prepared the fourth ministerial meeting of the 
negotiating Conference  for the  accession of Spain to the 
Community,  which was  also held today. 
PREPARATION  FOR  THE  EUROPEAN  COUNCIL  MEETING 
The  Council made  preparation for the next meeting of 
the  European Council  to  take  place  in Luxembourg  on 
27  and  28  April  1980. 
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RELATIONS  WITH  TURKEY 
The  Council  took stock of progress made  in the discussions 
on  reviving the Association between the  Community  and  Turkey in 
accordance witn the  joint conclusions  of the Association Council 
of 5  February 1980. 
The  Council  instructed the Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  continue  talks on the  subject with all due  speed 
and  in a  positive spirit. 
NEGOTIATIONS  FOR  THE  6TH  INTERNATIONAL  TIN  AGREEMENT 
The  Council defined the  position enabling the  Community  and 
its Member  States to participate in the Negotiating Conference 
on the  Sixth International Tin Agreement. 
GULF  STATES 
The  Council  took  stock of the  soundings  currently in hand 
with the  Gulf States and North Yemen. 
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22.IV.80 
The  Council  adopted in the  official  lan~ages of the 
Communities  the Decisions 
- concerning the  opening of negotiations with  India for the 
conclusion of an Agreement  for  commercial and  economic 
co-operation. 
- authorizing the  Commission  to  open negotiations with the 
Arab  Republic  of Egypt  for the  conclusion of a  multi-annual 
voltmtary restraint arrangement  for cotton yarn, 
·- concerning the  conclusion of the  Agreement  negotiated 
between the  European Economic  Community  and Canada under 
Article XXVIII  of the  GATT  concerning certain products  in 
the fruit and vegetables sector. 
The  Council  adopted  in the  official languages  of  the 
Communities  a  Decision concerning the  conclusion of the 
International Natural  Rubber Agreement,  1979. 
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